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Life's Practical Side
Lures SIU's Frosh,
A.ccording to Survey

BREAKING THE ICE-Only a few hardy students cared to brave the early-spring briskness
of air and water at Campus Beach for a dip,

Lifeguards went on duty May 1, but have had
relitively few lifes to guard lately.
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At Lake-on-Campus

Ardent Swimmers
Brave Cold Wafers
By Ralph Broomhead
Despite the cool breezes and
temperatures, the officially
open Lake-on-the-C ampus facilities served two brave
swimmers Tuesday.
Tom Coleman, a junior majoring in business finance, and
Carter
J ahn,
a senior
majoring in recreational arts.
found the water very "refreshing.
Coleman, who enjoys swimming and skin-diving eJl;pressed regret that the
weather wasn't as good as it
was a few weeks ago. now
that the beach is officially
open.
Asked what brought him out
to sWim in the cool weather,
Jahn replied, "I like to swim."
Jahn added that the water
was "very nice compared to
that of Devil's kitchen,"where
he has been swimming for the
past three weeks.
Tom Crone, a graduate student in industrial technology
and the supervisor at the
beach, had the lifeguards busy
Tuesday- doing maintenance
work and cleaning up the
beach.
But he received 3
phone call from an interested
swimmer who wanted to know
if the beach was open. The
swimmers came.
"When there are no swimmers. lifeguards do work,"
Crone said.
The lifeguards were busy
at work. Severa! ofthem were

combing the beach for debris
and disposing of it. A guard
on the raft was doing maintenance work. Two lifeguards
were digging up the grass
which was spreading into the
sand.
Then the ambitious swimmers arrived at about 2 p.m.
With the arrival of Jahn.
Coleman,
and Coleman's
friend, Chuck Corollo, a junior majoring in experimental
psychology, some of the lifeguards had to give us on their
maintenance chores and "man
the beach."
One of them, Linda Farris.
a freshman majoring in Sociology, said she Wished the
weather was like it was during
finals week of winter quarter,
because it WOUldn't make her
job as lifeguard so cold.
Miss Farris said, "'I used
to go in when I was a littl~
kid in this kind of weather,
but I can't see it now."
Miss FarriS, who has previously worked as a lifeguard
in her home town, Springfield,
sat curled in a folding chair
on the beach with a sweatshirt covering her swim SUit.
She shuddered as she watched
the two brave swim'1lers frolic
in the lake.
Another
lifeguard, Bill
Wheeler, a junior majoring
in psychology, said, "If they
can take it, I can."
But, the junior from Boston
"took it" from his lifeguard
chair under a woo! blan.lcet.

Brig. Gen. William W, Berg.
deputy assistant secretary of
defense for military personnel
policy. Washington, D.C., will
be guest speaker tonight at
the annual Dining-In and
Awards Program of the Air
Force ROTC in the Uni"..ersity Center Ballroom.
Preceding the address by
Gen. Berg the professor of
aerospace studies at SIU. Col.
Edward C. Murphy, will present awards to more than a
score of outstanding cadets.
In addition, 12 students will
be designated as distinguished
general military cadets.
Gen. Berg, who was commissioned a second Hertenant
in 1943, served overseas as
executive officer of the 741st
Bombardment Squadron, the
Second Bombardment Group,
and 528th Air Service Group,
and ultimately as deputy commander, Fogp:ia General Depot.
Following graduation from
Industrial College of the
Armed Forces at FortMcNair, Washington, D.C., in
J962, Gen. Berg was assigned
to the Office of the Secretary
of Defense as assistant for
plans. He assumed his current
position in September, 1963.

By Cynthia Kandelman
(First of Two Articles)
Sou~hern Dlinois University
students may be more concerned with the practical side
of life than are the entering
freshmen of other public universities across the country.
This is according to a study
done by the American Council on Education concerning
the norms forenteringcollege
freshmen in the fall of 1966.
The study disclosed these
findings:
Students entering SlU come
from homes where the parents
are les., educated than those
parents of the freshmen of the
other
public ur.iversities
questioned.
Only 34 per cent of the
fathers of SlU freshmen attended c.:>llege for any length
of time. whereas 49 per cent
of the fathers of other freshman attended college. Only
27 per cent of SlU freshmen
mothers attended college as
compared to 40 per cent of
the mothers of freshmen from
other universities.
There are 8 .. 3percentmore
parents of SlU fre~hmen who
earn less· than $IO,vOO a year
than the parents of the freshmen at the other participating
schools. Coupled withthisdifference in income is the concern that the students have
about financing thetr college
education. At SlU, 73.2 per
cent of the freshmen asked
were concerned about paying
college costs and at the other
universities , 64.1 per cent
of the students were concerned.
Among the entering freshmen at SlU there is a greater
pursuit
of wealth than
indicated by the freshmen of
the other universities. At SlU
50.3 per cent of the students
express a need to be very welloff finanCially and 32.0 per
cent do not want to be obligated to people. These
figures stand at 44.4 percent
of the other freshmen who have
the need to be very well-off
financially and 28.5 per cent
who do not want to be obligated to people. These figures can be correlated with the
lesser incomes of SIU parents
as well as the lesser degree of
education of the parents of
SlU's entering freshmen.
According to the questionnaires, 91.7 pel;' cent of the

high school, and 21.9 per cern.
were elected to a scholastic
honor society.In other schools
79.2 per cent of the freshmen
had received an average grade
of B- or above In high school
and 34.3 per cent were elected
to a scholastic honor society.
Only 13.0 per cent of the
entering SlU freshmen rated
theIr school as intellectual
as compared with 35.8 per
cent of the freshmen from
the other schools.
SlU students In the survey
showed greater interest than
students entering sru were
Caucasian, 5.1 per cent were
Negro. and 3.2 per cent ~ ere
listed under the category of
other races. At the other public universities questioned
95.1 per cent of the students
were CaucaSian, 1.5 per cent
were Negro, While 3.5 per
cent were of other races.
In high school, 62.3 per cent
of the SlU freshman had an
average of B- or above in
(Continueel on Pap 6)

'Honors Day' Held
In Arena for Top
Academic Studen ts
The

annual

Scholastic

Honors Day Convocation will
~

held at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
May 16 in the SlU Arena.
The program will honor
those studems who have achieved high academ~.: av~r
ages.
The Honors Day address
Win be given by Robert Gold,
assistam professor of history
at SlU, on "The Academic
Abyss'"
All faculty and students are
invited to attend.
Faculty
members and their wives or
husbands are invited to the
reception immediately following the convocation on the
west concourse of the SlU
Arena.

Gus Bode

Phi Kappa Tau Pays Tribute
To Soldiers at Spring Festival
It's about time that our men
who are in Vietnam know that
there are college students who
appreciate the tremendous job
they are dOing!
So say the men of Phi
Kappa Tau fraternity at Southern Illinois University, and
that's why they have chosen
"It's About Time" as the
slogan of a marathon runliterally-from Carbondale to
St. Louis as their part in
Spring Festival activitieS at
the University on Friday and
Saturday (May 5-6).
Beginning at 10 p.m. Friday eVening, a Phi Kappa Tau
man will start the first of a
series of two-mile relays carrying a scroll which will DC
read over Radio Station KXOK
in St. Louis an estimated 15
to J 8 hours later.

The scroll will read in part:
"IT'S ABOUT TIME that publicity be given to the fact
that there are college students
who believe that it is important that we who are in SE ATO
honor our committments."
Bob Mills, chairman of
arrangements, says the idea
of the marathon is a counterprotest to the groups which
have been so vocal in their
condemnations of everything
the U.S. does in Vietnam. He
says Phi Kappa Tau feels that
the run is particularly timely
and notes that Gen. Westmoreland said only last week that
in order to win inViemamour
fighting men need support at
home. "They do have that
support," he declared, "bur
it has been drowned our,"

Gus predicts the Coleman
report will recommend the
replacement of students by
computers to be programmed
by the Office of Student
Affairs.
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'Owl Creek Bridge'

Cartographers to
A.ttend Computer
Training Meeting
Two cartographers at SIU
have been offered full-tuition
scholarships for a training
conference on computer mapping May 8-19. at Harvard
University.
Daniel R. Irwin. assistant
professor of gf;:)graphy. and
Tso-hwa Lee. associate cartographer at SIU's Cartographic Laboratory, will be
among 50 cartographic technicians in the country to
participate in the conference.
Called SYMAP ,the computer
mapping program is suited to
a broad range of applications.
according to the two cartographers.
Irwin. who holds a bachelor's degree from the University of California at Los
Angeles and Master's degree
in geography from SIU, said
they hoped to see how this
new computer technique could
be applied to SIU research
projects.
A Chinese native, Lee is
a graduate of TaiWan Normal
University in Taipei. He graduated from SIU With a master's
de!,Tee in geograpby in 1965.
Both Irwin and Lee are members of the Association of
Ameri!:an Geographers. and
the American Congress of
Surveying and Mapping.

Press to Pu blish
New Botany Book
A significant addition to literature on the flora of illinois will be available to
botanists June 1 when the sru
Press
publishes
"The
illustrated Flora of Illinois:
Ferns."
Compiled and edited by
Robert H. Mohlenbrock, a professor
of
botany
and
recognized authority in the
field, the volume will be the
first in a series on the flora
of the state which will cover
every group of plants. from
algae to fungi through flowering plants.
Extensively illustrated. the
volume was written to be of
value to both professional and
nOD-professional
botanists.
During research for the book.
thinEsen new species of ferns
were discovered. in addition
to one new variety. To date
eighty-one species and six
lesser taxa are known and
all are included in "Ferns:'
The advisory board for the
series includes: Gerald W.
Prescott, Michigan State University; Constantine Alexopoulos. University of Texas;
Aaron J. Sharp. University
of Tennessee; RollaM. Tyron,
the Gray Herbarium; and Robert F. Thome, Rancho Santa
Ana Botanical Garden.

A.ward-Winning Film
Offers Social Probe
I I An
Occurrence at OWl
Creek Bridge," an experimental short film which raises
the specter of capit31 punishment. cruel wars. injustice.
and self-destruction, will be
shown this evening at 9 p.m.
at
the Student Christian
Foundation. 913 S. Illinois Ave.
The film. which won an
Academy Award in 1964 for the
best live short film, was contracted for an earlier date
by
the Student Christian

~

'"
.
"
i
..

Foundation but did not arrive
in time for (hat showing.
the film won the Grand Prix
Award in the 1963 Cannes
Film Festival.
Following the film, a discussion will be held. Coffee
will be served.
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NOW thru SAT.

Shop With

MODERN DANCERS--Suzanne Oliver of Carbondale, left, and
Sandi Nuger of Wilmette, members of the stujent Modem Dance
Club at Southern Illinois UniverSity, rehearse a number for the
club's annual Dance Concert, to be given at 8 p.m. May 13 in
Shryock Auditorium. Students choreograph their own dances for
the production. which is open to the public wi thout charge. Members of the club, sponsored by Mrs. Jane Dakak. instructor in
dance in the women's physical education department, choreograph their own dances for the performance. Members of the group
include: Crystal Wright, Barb Litherland, Suzanne Oliver, Judy K.
Smith, Jacqueline Antoine, Jamie Sheehan, Jan DaviS Greg Lightfoot, Judi March, Shelia ObranovitLh, Phyllis MiUdrum, Carolyn
Moll, Kathy Mahurin, Georgia Stevenson, Sue Dluehosh, Cathy
Quillman, Kitty Wanaski. Karen Croxton, Cherie LeFevre, Susan
Meyer and Sandi Nuger.

[VARSITY

SPECIAL
Tueeday - Wedneeday

HELD OVER FOR
ANOTHER WEEK'
NOW
SHOW TIMES
PLA
1:30-3:45-6:00-8: 15

DAIl.Y I!:GYPTIAIf
Ad".rtl""

~****~*

This Week's Dandy Deal•••

Ham
Sandwich
& Salad
69¢
(May 3 - 9)

1itEQVIl'~~~~~

~ttlu"'Bl1IfA~
PAIIA""- ICIUI., .......,
~DIEO""'"

COATS
SUITS
09

$1

Carbondale - Her,.n

BOX
STORAGE

$250

Each
us cleaning

CAMPUS SHOPPING
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER
HERRIN 212 N. PARK

Shirts
LAUNDERED

5

FOR

$119

DRAPERIES
20%

OFF

MII,3,.I967
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.ctivities

Area Business Conditions
To Be Discussed on WSIU

Recitals,
Meetings
Scheduled
The Plant Industries Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. today in
the Seminar Room in the
Agriculture Building.
The Engineering Club will
meet at 9 p.m. in Room 214
in the Agriculture Building.
The Audubon Society will present the film "Colorado
Through the Seasons" at 8
p.m. in Furr Auditorium in
the University School.
The Aquaettes will present a
synchronized
swimming
show at 8 p.m. in the Univexsity School SWimming
pool.
WRA house volleyball will be
played at 7 p.m. in Room
207 in the Women's Gymnasium.
WRA Track and Field Club
will meet at 3 p.m. in McAndrew Stadium.
WRA tennis will be played
at 4 p.m. on the North
Courts.
WRA Gymnastics Club will
meet at 5 p.m. in Room
207 in the Women's Gymnasium.
Campus Senate will meet at
7:45 p.m. in Ballroom A
in the University Center.1
Intramural softball will be
played at 4 p.m. on the
Practice Fields.
SIU Young Democrats Club
will meet at 9 p.m. in the
Home Economics Lounge.
The Department of History
will hC'ld a faculty seminar
on Latin America at 8 p.m.
in the Morris Library
Lounge.
AFROTC "Oining-In" and
Awards Banquet willbeheld
at 6 p.m. in the University
Center Ballrooms.
Nellie Webb. coloratura soprano, and Jeffery Troxler.
tenor. will present a student
recital at 8 p.m. in Davis
Auditorium in the Wham
Educat~on Building.
General Baptist Student Organization will meet at 7:30
p.m. in Room E of the
University Center.
The Little Egypt Student
Grotto will meet at 9 p.m.
in Room 216 in the Agriculture Building.
Imer-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at noon
in Room E of the University
Center.
Imer-Varsity Chris~i2n Fellowship will meet at 8 p.m.
in Room B of the University
Center.
The Accounting Club will meet
at 8 p.m. in the Studio
Theatre.

"Business Conditions in 8:30p.m.
Southern IllinOiS," will be disNews
in
Perspective:
cussed by Arthur Prell,
"Europe:
The
Shifting
Bureau of Business Research,
Scene."
on "Dateline Southern Illinois" at 7:30 p.m. today on
WSIU-TV.
Other programs:

HOTDOGS!

9:30 a.m.
Investigating the World of
Science.
12:45 p.m.
Art and You.
4:30 p.m.
What's New: "The Brave
Boys:' Part Hr.
5:00 p.m.
Friendly Giant:
ren's Zoo,"

"Child-

5:15 p.m.
Industry on Parade.

5:30 p.m.
Jazz Casual: "The Art Pepper quartet."
6 p.m.
Crisis of Modem Man:
"Our Age of Anxiety:'
DaU,. towan. University of Iowa

'I MUST COMPLIMENT YOU MR. EVANS FOR THE PRETTY
F'ATTERN YOU MADE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.'

MARLOW'S

713 S~ UNIYERSITY
TONITE AND SATURDAY
TONITE SHOW STARTS 7:15
CONTINUOUS SAT FROM 2:30
REG. ADM. 90f AND 3~

Robert Merrill Tells Own
Story Today on WSIU Radio
Robert Merril will des6:30 p.m.
cribed the story of his career
News Report.
at 7:30 p.m. today on "Hall
of Song" on WSIU Radio.
7 ~:·sts of Southern.
Other programs:
8 a.m.
Morning Show.

10 a.m.
Pop concert.
12:30 p.m.
News Report including the
weather
and
aviation
weather, business and farm
news, analyses and commentary.

7:30 p.m.
Hall of Song

NOW thru. SAT. --- SHOWS 4 DAYS ONLYI
MElRO·GOLDWYN·MAYER ..,,'''' ALESUE ElliOT PRODUCTIGN .-..

ROD TAYlORoTREVOR HOWARDoJI[ StJOHN .
~TRE

1:45 p.m.
Dwight MacDonald on Film.

2:30 p.m.
Scope:
"Mapping Techniques in India:'

.

The Liquidator
kills 27 spies
without getting
out of bed?

.\·~wouId
you

3:10 p.m.
Concert Hall: Shubert's
"Unfinished Symphony No.
8. Chopin's Concerto No. I
and Berlioz's "Dance of the
Sylphs:'

6dieve..

Rt. 148 south of H~M'in

Gates open at 7:30 P.M.

.•

..•.. '.,~

~

WI'IT~m H~Ot Wf!llt· A~IM IAMIKOrf
TODAY - THURS. & FRI. TIMES
"BULLETS" AT 6: 15 & 9:40
"LIQUIDATOR" AT 7:50 ONLY
CONT. SHOWS SAT. FROM 2:15

~'lil)l'@iD
.
.

.

he bruises
easily?

Well.

you better

bP.lleve he's
The
unbelievable

secret-itel1f!

Page ..
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Dissent Over Vietnam
The following paragraphS
were inadvertently dropped
from my artic~~ of last week.
They should be read as an
attempt to explain what appear to be abberations in
American foreign policy.
We can identify a pattern to
American foreign policy which
makes the intervention in
Vietnam intelligible and, in a
sense. inevitable. The liberal
tradition, in many guises. has
dominated our foreign and
domestic politics since the
early days of this century.
Liberalism can be defined as
a twin commitment to domestic refC't'm and the pursuit
of American world power.
These two goals come into
contradiction with one another
as the demands of power sap
the energy of reform. Evading
the structural flaws in our
society, the liberal is pressed

LOVERS OF GENTLE CONSORTS,
,~~~" .. ~\\.~ C\~\.\~'t\!.\\.,

Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,

rOND GlllNDP1PAS.
MAIDEN AUNTIES,
GENEROUS UNCLES,

EXPEGTUT lIEGES,
ANP

HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,

ALL,
Without DI"II ...,IIOII of Alie or Ses.
,V1LL FOISI'

.H&BP &S
HOBKBT-STIJIG

subvert "freedom'"
This
conspiracy has been pre judged
to be "communist," or, in
other words, the competing
ideology. Liberalism, in such
terms. becomes rigid anticommunism; and the humane
impulses for reform are
suppressed in a paroxysm of
violence. Thus does the
liberal, originally dedicated
to progress. become the
apologist for aggreSSive war.
Vietnam is not simply a
mistake Which can be easily
corrected. It is a serious
symptom of an acute disease
of the American political
mind. It signals the bankruptcy of American liberalism
and its transformation from a
bright promise for the future
into the hardened, ugly
ideology of imperial America.
Sanford H. Elwitt

What Kind of Example Are We
Setting for the World?

Drama

(This article is the sixth in
a series by SIU professors
expressing their disagreement with U.S. policy in Vietnam.-Ed.)

Cause For Excitement
Recent visitor.s to the Experimental Laboratory of the
Communications B u i l din g
have been treated to two successive weekends of enchanting theatre. These student
presentations - both admirably executed - give rise £0
the hope that With careful
faculty supervision future SIU
productions will maintain this
high level of performance.
As part of the Pan American
Festival, Tony Seminerio's
thesis production of a Brazilian play, THE ROGUES'
TRIAL, displayed a pleasantly surprising collective of
talented students in a colorful
and sprightly morality drama.
Gilson Sarmento's imaginative costumes greatly enhanced the production, And,
for the first time. the concrete box of the Lab theatre
was cunningly transformed
into a festive, mardi-gras
setting.
Perhaps two aspects should
be discussed: accent and style.
Since the total result was a
multiplicity of language accents, would it not have been
better to avoid Spanish inflections? And if the setting was
Brazil, should not the accents
have been Portuguese? Also,
there is a tendency in student
productions to over-emphasize excessive physical gestures in an attempt to achieve
style. The result is that the
audience becomes aware that
the actors are working hard.
"Le perfection du style:' said
Taine, "c'est la disparition du
style." Granting that onstage
everYthing is difficult, the
function of the artist in the
theatre is to make everYthing
look effortless. When a
strenuous feat has been performed Without strain, it has
been performed with style.
Last weekend, Bill Parker
directed the delightful THE
PRIVATE EAR AND THE
PUBLIC EYE. An outstanding
performance was turned in by
Peggy Hendren in dual roles.
She received fine support from
Randy Wheeler and John
Knapp. Philip He ndre n' s
setting and lighting were su-

to blame both domestic and
world instability on the "aggression" of others. He is
driven to the position that
American happiness and
security depend upon our
ability to manipulate world
politics according to some rational plan of our own devising.
Given this perception of the
world, we are unable to distinguish reality from fantasy.
We are unable to recognize,
for example, that present international chaos, rooted in
the cold war. is largely our
own making.
A pluralistiC world is abhorrent to the liberal tradition for it would deny the universal validity of the American liht:ral dispensation. All
challenges to America's definition of its interests are
viewed as manifestations of a
cosmic conspiracy seeking to

perior. re-inforcing the need
to insure excellence in all
aspects of future student productions.
It is noteworthy that both
shows utilized setting, lighting. and music to establish a
mood which captured the audience upon entering the theatre
and permeated each play
entirely.
Charles Gattnig, Jr.

or

d&e ,,..edy 0/ our dnae
There once was a general.
Westmoreland by name,
Whose courage in battle
Brought honor and fame.
So great were his exploits
For country so dear.,
The critics did name him
Time's Man of the Year.
Now it happened that he,
While commanding a war,
Did fervently plead
For more troops by far.
"I've got half a million,
But that's not enough!
I need many more

lf the foe I'm to crush."
His Commander-in-Chief,
Between Bar-BQ's,
Said, "Oh, why, of course,
I'U give 'em to you'"
Westmoreland was pleased,
Hating pacifist prattle;
He amassed a huge army
And sent it to battle.
But the foe had been pushed
Just a little too far:
Westmoreland was faced
With a nuclear war.
His verv last words
(They really were gems)
Were, "Tell them back home
I did it for them."

EB

When this series of articles
was first conceived. a number
of the men involved met to
consider what the series was
intended to be. As it worked
out, we concluded that our
articles would not be unified.
We recognized, in fact, that
they could not be. because we
were not a "group," with a
single set of principles on
which we based our objections
to Vietnam. Instead, we decided that each of us would
write as an individual, hoping
that one of the effects of our
lack of overall design would
be the &uggestion that not only
the bearded and unwashed,
but also men of widely different persuasions are sickened and disgusted by the war.
As I then envisioned my
article, its character was to
be factual and informative an opportunity to examine one
of the administration's massive falsehoods, which we allow in the arena of rational
debate, with the euphemistic
qualification that they reflect
a certain "credibility gap:'
I thought one might suggest
the illegality of our commitment in Vietnam by considering Senator Gruening's critical assessment of the war's
Constitutional legitimacy, "an
undeclared and illegal war"
• • • "unsanctioned by law"
(Senate speech. March 10,
1967.) Or that one might
examine the apparent duplicity
of the administration's reported promise in 1964 to
Premier Khanh. then head (\f
the South Vietnamese government. of a "bombing offensive
against the North." made
while the president was campaigning at home against Goldwater. and deriding the idea of
extending the conflict to North
Vietnam (New York Times
editorial, May 20, 1966). Then
the Tet fiasco occurred. And
the administration's sanctimonious misrepresentation of
troop and supply movements
(within North Vietnam as
violations of the truce, coupled
with its silence on its own

massive troop and supply
movements in South Vietnam
G.F. Stone Weekly, March 613-27, 1967) provided an immediate, galvanizing example
of governmental mendacity
that demanded examination.
My purpose, as I saw it,
was twofold: to point out
specifically the way the administration dupes us; and to
suggest that what one does With
lies is expose them and cast
them out. not give them neutral
names and incorporate them
into debate as necessary parts
of government policy. The
value of rational debate depends on the assumption that
the participants will keep its
substance clean. Poison it with
false ideas. and you soon can
prove anYthing, even that our
troops are in Vietnam (1)
because of our SEATO commitment; (2) because the
Communists vi 0 la ted the
Geneva accords of 1954; (3)
because we want to insure
freedom of choice for the
South Vietnamese people; and
(4) because Congress "pledged with solt!mn vote" to prevent fur the r aggression
(President Johnson's explanations in the State of the Union
address, January 10, 1967. All
of them. I suggest, are patently false.)
What I finally realized. however, was the pointlessness of
the article I intended. Rational
debate has been poisoned by
deceit; but more imponant.
reasonable objection to the
war has become irrelevant.
The war in Vietnam is an inhuman, irrational endeavor;
and to consider it zeasonably
is to debate the merits of oppression and mass murder. As
human beings, we cannot allow
ourselves the simplistic luxury of the "specialist:' who
sees the war abstractly as a
particular type of problem political, military. etc. The
specialist's discipline dehumanizes; it invokes its own
rules and laws, which preclude a holistic human reaction to the war. Finally, it allows one to accept the horror
of Vietnam as a regrettable.
but necessary. evil. (Thus,
one should feel no assurance
when the president surrounds
himself with "expert adVisors"; not, ar least, until

he includes an advisor on
humanity and morality.)
Vietnam is a harsh, ugly
reality. however; and the objection that it is immoral and
inhuman is rejected as
maudlin sentimentalism by the
"realists," who demand hardheaded answers for "real"
problems. They study the
facts, but miss the meaning.
Humanity and morality exist
for the real world - and finally
will determine whether or not
it survives. Martin Luther
King recently described the
effect of Vietnam on the young
black men who rage With discontent in urban slums. Why
not "Molotov ·:ocktails and
rifles" to solve their problems. they say. Isn't that the
way the government does it?
(New York speech, April 4,
1967). Reverend King's implicit warning must be faced
in relation to the Whole world.
The . example we set is the
one other countries follow.
The question is, are we a
bloody giant that lives by the
gun and knife; or do we stand
for morality, and the solution
of problems through peaceful
means? lf the horror of Vietnam is the best example we
can provide. I shudder to think
of the world that is being created in our image.
Francis D. Adams
Assistant Professor
Department of English
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==--?f!....::;Cassius Clay is to the
World Boxing Association as Red China is to
the United Slates: Non-
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A Critique of Student Politics
(The following article consists of excerpts from a
speech delivered to the Campus Senate on April 19.-The
Editors.)

The petty politics have run
the gamut from filling spaces
on a ballot With unqualified
people, to victories for incompetents (as opposed to
losses by potentially good
people) to the employment of
unethical tactics to gain control of campus political organizations. Also unreasona "Ie amounts of money are
spent on campaigns. This
shouldn't be necessary in a

I would like to take this time
to say a few things that have
been on my mind ever since
the night I found OUt I was
elected senator and realized
that the main reason I ran was
to boost my ego. At the time,
I couldn't pinpoint the emotion
I felt upon realizing this. The
reason I am speaking tonight
is tbat last night I came upon
that emotion again, I deflMd
it. and I understood it.
I am going to try to articulate that feeling for you '
now. I hope you'll understand
that my motive is hope. not
malice.
I would first like to discuss
pany politics on campus and
the implications of the latest
developments within out'. two
panies. The existence of the
two parties here and the competition between them have
led student government away
from caring about the students. It has led to pettypany
politiCS which, in turn, has
led to the seating of senators
who are not ill[erested,knowledge able, and simply not WHY IS THIS MAN LAUGHING?
qualified.

Where Have All The
Journalists Gone?
In the heat of Carlnndale's
civic elections. the I.E.A. presented awards to two southern
journalists for tbeir courage
In developing stories in their
communities. The reponers
who covered the recent
elections in Carbondale might
aeserve a jelly fish award or
a watermelon-under-a-tree
award for their non-effons.
Given the stories that came
to the surface, any reponer
wonh his ink could have developed prize winning stories.
Only one reponer was able
to catch the Havor of the
campaign (Mike Nauer) and
his reward was that his name
was used as a front by one or
more cowards who attempted
to discredit :he Keene, Kirk,
and Nelson faction in a telephone slander campaign. Is
this the only reason reponers
are afraid to ask questions that
might reveal facts? Are our

reponers worried about their
jobs? Is their physical wellbeing In jeopardy?
What has happened to the
journalists whose greatest delight was to "get the facts"
at the risk of exposing unsavory dealings of public and
private afficials'?
Today's journalists seem to
have turned a third cheek.
Ur. willing or unable to get the
information themselves. they
rely on "friendship" with
people at the source of news.
hoping (against hope, really)
that t.hey will be dealt with
fairly and honestly.
My admonition-if you want
the facts. get them-don't be
yellow journalists. There are
a few newspapers in the United
States who value hard-nosed
reponing. Too bad Carbondale doesn't have one.

H£AR Y£, HEAR YEI!

Beny Runer

university community. Sources of this campaign money
should certainly be suspect.
Elaborate plans and wheeling
and dealing are a pan of our
campaigns. Well, you might
say, all this is politics; this
is a noble game. This is tbe
same game they play In our
local, state and national governments. But I say. let's
leave it at those levels. I say
that this game has absolutely
no place in a student government. Tbe candidates who play
tbe game best are tbe victors.
it is a sbame tbat the student
body becomes tbe victim. Tbus
politiCS bave reduced our student government to ego competition, far removed from
the interest in representing
and benefiting the students.
The constant argument between right and left is just
another example of how we
bave deviated from our
course. Tbe only ideology
relevant in student affairs is
that of progress in our L!niversity community. academic
progress. progress in regard
to student position and responsibility in the community.
The student body presidency, I realize, is a job tbat
is terribly demanding in time
and energy. I know that our
current President has sacrificed a great deal to put in
long hours of work. But there
has been an obvious lack of
progress in this administration in strengthening the government. There has been a
lack of communication with the
student body. Too many kids
just don't know the name
Drinan. Many who know it associate it with a misuse of
trust. When a strong leader
was needed in the fall to voice
to the administration the students' feelings and make demands for them. it seemed to
many that the rebellion was
left behind last spring. Perhaps this too, can be linked
to a lack of communication.
I am afraid that this all
calls for a strong. unflinching
leader-a president who is
backed so strongly from the
student body that the senate
will respond in kind. Our government needs a leader wh!l,
feeling student opinion and
refining it through communication. can go up to
President Morris and say:
"This is what the students
want. this is why they should
have it. I am demanding it as
the representative of 18,000
students. and if you don't like
it, you'd better provide very
Jood reason." This leader
must leave no path untrod to
bring into the public eye any
such displays of personal
biased, arrogance of poweron
the pan of the administration
which leads to harm of students, wbether they be three or
three thousand.
In conclusion, I suggest that
you all dig deep and try to
measure my impressions
against yours. For a moment.
drop your personal motives
and youe alliances. for weare
not hardened politicians. and
think about this situation
through that pan of you which
is
still and
• 'just
I
looked
felt student."
ashamed of

"'I wish the bald eagle had not been chosen as the
representative of our country; be is a bird of bad moral
character; he does not get bis living honestly; you may
bave seen bim perched on some dead tree. where, too
lazy to fisb for himself, be watches tbe labor of the
fishing-hawk; and, when tbat dUigent bird has at length
taken a fish, and Is bearing It to his near for the supjJon
of his mate and young ones, tbe bald eagle pursues.hlm,
and takes it from him. With all this injustice he is never
in good case; but, like tbose among men who live by
sharping and robbing, he is generally poor, and often
very lousy. Besides, he is a rank coward; the little kingbird,
not bigger than a sparrow. anacks him boldly and drives
him out of the district."
Benjamin Franklin

Administrators Do Not Understand
The Sources of 'Student Unrest'
Last week. the Egyptian stands that vehicle and housing
printed a series of articles regulations, a totalitarian
concerning "student unrest:' disciplinary structure, and
and sought information on this autocratic actions place him
question from members olthe apan from the rest of society
Administration. (The paper's into a second-class citizenfailure to seek out student ship. When writers for KA are
opinion on this matter de- harassed, when the act of drivserves specific mention.) In ing a car is grounds for exparticular, the rep 0 r t e r pulsion, wtlen a student's
queried twO of the best-known housing must be approved bemen on campus, Mssrs.Cole- fore he may register for
man and Zaleski.
classes, then one begins to
These two gentlemen con- realize, and resent. hls posicluded _ independently, one tion within the University
supposes _ that "communica- "community" - a community
tion" is the big problem. there quite unlike any other in this
being little of it between stu- nation.
dents and Ad..ninistration. Ah,
UnfonunateIy. the source
SIU would be such a paradise of current student IL"lrest is
if we could only communicate! not lack of communication;
After all, our local fathers students and faculty .should
and mothers have our best recognize this, and Adminisinterests at heart, and if we trators. who know better.
would get that through our should admit it. Enlightened
thick skulls, everything would University Presidents have
be just fine.
done so. and by doing so.
But this thesis bears little have opened the way for frank
resemblance to reality. First, discussion 'of the basic difthe cause of student unrest on ferences between two philosthis campus and on others ophies of education. So long
throughout the nation is not as President Morris refuses
lack of communication. Rath- to meet with student leaders
er, the unrest is the rt:sult of openly. and to deal with the
a growing effon by studf'nts real sources of student unrest,
to escape the bounds of an out- that unrest will surely condated policy of American edu- tinue.
cation _ in loco parentis.
Simply. students are turning
David A. Wilson
awal' from thinking about
"student rights."' and how to
achieve them. They are now
Regional News
beginning to ask, "What is it
about a student tbat requires
or even allows his civil rights Marissa. Ill. (KA) -- King
to be taken away?" no one more- or- less, undisputed
has produced a satisfactory ruler of the vast Southern
answer to that question. In- Illinois University Empire.
deed, few in the field of edu- announced today that his office
cation recognize it. Yet the was planning to expel every
question remains. and in a student on the Carbondale
time of increasing civil Campus "until I find out who
libeny, it is a gnawing one. it is that doesn't like me'"
Second, while there is little
When questioned about the
personal contact between Ad- matter. More-or-Iess stated
ministration and students. the that he could see no connection
former manages to get its between his
reputed unpoint across, the quite clear- popularity and the impending
undersuspensions.
•Iy.
_ The
_ _average
_ _ _student
___
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,

myself. I hope that you will
KA Is .. i ..dep....... t publication
feel at least a pang of em..,;tt.. ex·
barrassment. It sounds para- dedicated to the
doxical. but perhaps, we. the pression of .tud .. , opinion on mat.
fers of concem to the U.. iver.ity
activists at SIU. are the most !':omm
... ity. The policies o' KA are
guilty of apathy. We cenainly ~. responsibility of tho editors.
do not have all the answers; 1st........... contained h..oin do not
it could be that we have none recess ...Uy refloct the api .. ion of
of them. Hut the questions are !the administration or a. an,. deport.
t of the University.
before us. Recognizing them [me ..Communications
should be ad.
is the first step.
tdressed to KA. c/o Student Activi.
Al Blumenthal

ties, or phon. World H....... _ _ •
ba....cks H·3D
453-2890. (If no
........ phono stud. ., ..v ....m..t.
453-2002.)
Co~tent Edi~or: ~mas A. .la_s
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Dry; Asso~late E~lto": Barel Grosse
Stoff; D...,d A• • ,Ison. Lar.,. "c·
Donald. Johonno V.komm.... Jerry
Wolf, K...,. Glatt, ... d Charles Catt·
ni9. Jr.; Advisor; G"'orge Mc:Cfure.
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Practicality Lures SIU Frosh
In Public School Comparisons
(Continued from Page 1)
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EASY DOES IT--Ernest Mofile, right, of Marion
directs unloading operations 'is roustabouts for
the Les Jackson carnival start setting up rides

their counterparts at the other
universities in five major
fields of study: agriculture,
business. education, fine arts,
and
the
technical fields.
Southern students showed less
Interest in engineering and
the pre-professional field of
study.
In probable vocational careers Southern students show
greater interest in five categorles: artist, businessman.
secondary education, elementary teacher, and farmer.
SIU students show less interest in the careers of
doctor. engineer, lawyer, and
research scientist.
This difference, in probable
major field ot stuay and probable vocational care.. rs, between SIU students and those
students of other public universities interviewed, can be
attributed to the fact that SIU
has no school of medicine.
engineering, or law school and
therefore students interestea
in these fields would probably
attend a university that does
offer these programs.
SIU has been traditionally

a school of education. It was
founded as a teacher's college,
and this can account for the
high interest of sru students
in the education field.

EleIJen Coeds Join
Angel Flight Ranks
Eleven coeds have been admitted to the ranks of Angel
Flight.
Girls were chosen on the
basis of talent, poise, personality,
appearance
and
scholarship.
The initiates are Vicki Graham, Patty Wood, Jenny Harroun, Nancy Ross, Jan Ristow,
Jewell Moeller, Serene Hastings, Lynda Miller, Susan
FusCO, Rosemary Smith and
Sherry Devalk.
Officers elected were Vicki
Graham, commander; Nancy
Ross. administrative services; Sherry Devalk, comptroller; and patty Ward. projects.
Members of Angel Flight
sing and dance in shows locally
and nationally to promote the
interest of the college man
in the AF-ROTC program.

south of the SIU Arena. The carnival is scheduled to operate during Spring Festival activithis week.

~-----------------------------,

Fund Nets 823,773

BUMPUS
BOOM
Really

Jackson County is the second largest contributor in
southern Illinois to the Easter
Seal Fund Drive. Herbert
Koepp-Baker. general fund
drive chairman, said.
Campaign contributions for
1967 now total $28.773.14.
$26,653.05 comes from Easter
Seal letters; $1,431.90 is from
Lily Parade Day; and $688.19
is from school coin £ollections.
Jackson county has collected $1.744.80 which is second only to St. Clair county's
$2.895.55. Third largest contributor in southern Illinois
is Marion County with
51.450.05.
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Prof.,or Selected
National SpoJllOr
For Euter Seala
Herbert Koepp-Baker. professor in the Department of
Speech and Audiology, is one
of 125 prominent Americans
Who have been named sponsors of the National Society
for Crippled Children andAdults (the Easter Seal Society)
for 1967.
Koepp-Baker
has
been
active in local Easter Seal
activities for many years and
currently serves as president
of the Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children and Adults
Southern lllinois.
Other persons serving as
National Easter Seal sponsors
include Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, Hubert Humphr.,y, Hon.
Earl Warren. Barr) Goldwater,
Sen.
Robeu
F.
Kennedy, George Meany. J.
Edgar Hoover,
Gen. Mark
Clark and Mrs. Dwight D.
Eisenhower.

St. Louis Symphony

P1ll9~
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SIU Students, Faculty, Staff Engage Services
Of 37 Campus Stenographers for Small Fee

HERBERT KEOPP-BAKER

Ex·ID8lruelor Reqae818
Cooperalive IDerea8e

The Stu Stenograpbic Service does clerical and dupHcating work for departments
on campus and for faculty.
staff and students. according
to Mrs. Letty Metcalf, supervisor of the Stenographic Service.
Service include typing of
term papers. letters, theses,
and resumes. The charge for
this worle is determined by
length of copy. materials used
and time required to do the
worle.
All work by the Stenographic
Service, located next to the
Registrar's Office, is done by

Discussion Slated

Glen Mitchell.
former
visiting ?rofessor of marketMelvin A. Kahn, associate
ing and economic development professor of government. will
at SIU. called for a "fivefold discuss "Politics and the
increase in appropriations for American Jew" at 7:30 p.m.
cooperatives in the developing today in the Morris Library
countries," in a recent speech Auditorium.
at the Rocky Mountain AssoThe meeting is sponsored
ciation for Latin American by the Young Democrats and
Studies April 21.
is open to the public.

37 students under the full
supervision of a full-time
staff.
For the students employed,
this type of work is part of
their training.
''It's a great place to work,"
said Marilyn Hambly, student

All students workers are
interviewed and tested before
being hired. Typists s.'-uldbe
able to type 60 accurate words
per minute.
"We are a service department." said Mrs. Metcalf.
supervisor. "You put to use a "We continually strive to perpractical applicatio n of what form secretarial services for
the university."
you learn in class."

------

~~~!~~;~~~
PARKER MUSIC CO. 11
606 E. MAIN

CARBONDALE

To Present Concert
The St. LouisSymphonywill
present a concert of works by
composers from Illinois and
adjoining states here at 8:15
p.m. Saturday in Shryock
Auditorium.
There Will be no charge for
admission and the public is
invited to attend.
During the preceding week
the symphony, under the direction of Eleazor De Carva!ho, Will be in residence
at Stu's Edwardsville campus,
participating
in a festival
symposium of contemporary
orchestral music.
This entire program is
financed by a $20,000 grant
made to the Stu Foundation.
Scores of original compositions- including full symphonic works.
chamber
symphony works, string orchestra works. and orchestral
work witb 80101st- are being
screened by a faculty committee.
witb Conductor De
carvalho to make tbe final
selection of works to be performed at the two campuses.

Van Alta to Speak
DuringSymposium
Central lllinois JUilior Symposium has selected Robert E.
VanAtta, associate pror~ssor
of chemistry at SIq to speak
at McMurray College on May
12 and 13.
Van Atta will speak May 12
on, "Some Applications of Polarography to Organic Chemistry." His topic May 13 will
be "Industry or Graduate
School?"
Senit>!' chemistry majors
and faculty from Millikin University. Blackburn College.
Greenville College. The Principia, Illinois College and
MacMurray College will attend. and present papers based
on their research. throughout
the symposium.
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lOO-Degree Heat to Continue Here

Year-Round
Swimming Pool

• 100% Air Conditioned
• Fully Carpeted
• Laundromat
• Rathskeller
• Bookstore
• Cafeteria

~

Cyli8t Hurt Trying
To Avoid Animal
Wayne L. Sloan, a sophomore from Rockford, suffered
minor injuries in a moto~
cycle accident Monday afternoon on the Giant City Black-

7

FREE

BUS SERVICE

.TO· CLASS
-TO CRAB ORCHARD
-TO GIANT CITY

Room & Board (INCLUDING UTILITIES) 8275 (Summer

to';;olice said he lost contro]
of the motorcycle when he
swerved to avoid a dog.
Sloan atwas
and re- L.___________
602 E.
leased
the treated
Health Service.
.:..__________________________________

Collt;e

Phone 549-3396
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Marines Continue to Push VC
From Infiltration Route Areas
SAIGON (AP)-U.S.Marines
claimed possession of the
south ridge of Hill 881 Tuesday night and battled on to
drive Nonh Vietnamese regulars from other high ground
overlooking enemy infiltration
routes from Laos.
"We think Hill 881 South
is physically occupied, but not
secured:' said a spokesman
at the big Marine base at
Oa Nang.
Heavy action in the hills
below the border demilitarized zone, in the central highlands and in the Mekong River
delta
coincided
with an
announcement of the war's
biggest blow by U.S. fighterbombers against North Vietnam's MIG fleet-destruction
of 11 of the Soviet-built fighters.
The U.s. Command said
American planes shot down
three and destroyed eight on
the ground Monday at two air
bases-Kep, 37 miles nonheast of Hanoi, and Hoa Lac,
20 miles west of the Commu-

nist capital. The total of 11
compared with the previous
high of seven Jan. 2. All
the latter were destroyed in
combat.
In a delayed report, however, the U.s. Command announced the loss of three Air
Force F 105 Thunderchiefs and
their crewmen over North
Vietnam Sunday andsaidMIGs
downed two. This brought to
528 the number of planesofficially listed as lost north of
the border.
The dogfighting
record
stood at 48 MIGs shot down
against the destruction of 15
American planes.
Following the first attacks
on MIG bases April 24, repons from Washington said
the strikes were intended only
as warnings to North Vietnam.
The intensity of the air blows
since, however, appeared to
Indicate a cancened effon is
being made to knock out North
Vietnam's air power.
U.s. officials here would not
comment on this prospect, but

Gun Control Bill Sidetracked
To Dlinois HouseSuboommittee
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Mayor Richard J. Daley of C hicago made a strong plea for a
gun control bill Tuesday, then
watched as it was sidetracked
to an Illinois House subcommittee.
The Republican - dominated Executive Committee
repulsed Democratic efforts
to move the bill to the floor.
The vote on pany lines was
18-13.
Daley and his police superintendent, Orlando W. Wilson, said the legislation would.
help keep guns out of the hands
of ex-felons, juveniles, narcotics addicts, and the mentally ill and retarded.
Opponents called the bill
"futile, unnecessary and unworkable" because it would
require registration of all
guns - even those so antiquated they bear no serial
numbers.
Caley said a "deadly arsenal of uncounted firearms"
in the nation" is a continuing
hazard to every citizen."
Alluding to the assassination of President Kennedy,
Daley said: "Here we have a
young president gunned down
with a rifle that was bought
in :\Rother part of the country."
"We're trying to prevent the
com mission of c rim e so"
D:;l,'y dec1ared.
"if this Jaw was in effect
in ! ,allas, don't you think the
po!:.:e would have known about
(n:-r ieIescopic rifle?"
\Ii ilson said murders com",;,, dl In Chicago with firear .:;;,: n'se from 19-1 in 1965
f r , !~7 in J966. f'uring the
oS;: me
two years, murders
C'.': ·;;oitt.:d witn firearms by
yU\ltrlS under 21 increased 89.5
p",r cent.

"I cannot see how a responsible person who is aware
of those statistics could say
there is no need for firearm
co~trol legislation:' Wilson
said.
.
The measure would reqUIre
eac~ poss.essor of guns to
register with the county clerk
for a $2 fee. In Chicago, the
registering agent would be the

cttyclerk.
Maximum penalty for unlawful possession or sale of
firearms would be $1,000 and
one year imprisonment.
Opposition to the bill was
led by John Worth of Springfield, representative of the
Illinois Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs.
W ortll said his association's
office had been subject to a
"storm of abusive telephone
calls" since it went on record
against the legislation.
Worth and Edward G. Maag,
an East St. Louis attorney,
said they would prefer a
measure sponsored by Sen.
W. Russell Arrington of
Evanston, requiring registration of ~n owners.

WIaaIlYery
YouIIIWorkiDI Girl
Should bow
... ahour .he fun and IIl'mes. Ih ...

roil and .rooM" of livin~ and
working in 3: mt:lr()poli.~.

MC<:all's Editor Lynda Bird Johnson
jlor rhe candid scory. 'hmugh
pc:rsonal ir.terviews with aWareyounr:: girls in hig ci,i,,-s from
coasl 10 coast.

R,,"d ,hi. handy jluide (.n how,"
funfound competition and pick
the plum job.. hea. rh"
a:r",rrm"'nt 5Cramhlc'- ancllhe
rcpuJ!iiv("'-roomm.u~ :-i .. k ... turn
on a lag.o:inji: social life.
turn off an a~.Rr~sh·l.· mate.
non·, mi.. ··Th" Workin/( Girl.
19(., Styl".~ In May ~lcCalr••

AT All NEWSSTANDS NOW.

lilY 11-01 DaHl! BT SUBSCRIPTION-

AT YOUI LOCAL eOLLEGE BOOKSTalE

it is common knowledge that
some military men have long
been urging such action. The
Hanoi regime is estimated,
with replacements for at least
some battle losses, to have
from 100 to 150 MIGs, six
IL28 bombers and a few Soviet
transpon helicopters.
Gen. William C. Westmoreland, returning from a Visit
to the United States, said he
expects heavy ground fighting
to continue below the demilitarized zone. The Hanoi regime last year attempted two
Invasions In force across this PRESLEY TAKES BRIOE-Singer Elvis Presley is shown kiszone, which was established Sing his bride, the former Priscilla Beaulieu, after their wedding.
by the Geneva agreement of Presley met his wife while he was stationed in Germany with the
1954 as a buffer territory. Army.
CAP Photo)

Big Turnout in Court Ordered Election
SUNFLOWER, Miss. (AP)Negro and white voters responded in record numbers
Tuesday in a court-ordered
election engineered by civil
rights forces to wrest control
of two small Sunflower County
towns from white leaders.
National attention centered
on the [I)wns of Sunflower and
Moorhead after the Freeclom
Democratic Pany secured
Eastern liberal backing of its
campaign to win control of the
town governments in the home
county of Sen. James Eastland veteran
Democratic
chai~man of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Calm prevailed in both
municipalities as voters chose
between the white and Negro
slates.
At Moorhead, over 400 of
the estimated 700 voters had

Sunflower 252 of 340 had voted.
Moorhead has 1,700 residents
and Sunflower has 700.
Eleven federal observers
were on hand to watch proceedings.
A federal appeals court
voided the regular elections
of 1965 and ordered new ones
on ground;; Negroes had not
been given enough time to
register before the voting.
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Ju.ba Fish

Poor Boy Sandwich
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(in Steak House till 5)
(in Little Brown Jug or
Pine Room anytime)
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The authentic, traditional,
classic, cOIlSe"ative button
down. Very acceptable.
The long points on this Arrow
Decton Oxford are just right.
Anything less would ride up.
Anything more would give you too
much roll. University fashion. Tapered.
"Sanforized· Plus", in a wash and
wear that goes past midnight
without a wrinkle. Available in white,
stripes and smart solid colors. $7.00

Bold New Breed by

--ARROW.--
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u.s. Troop Cutback

All Pinball
Machines
Outlawed
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-The
Illinois Senate passed a bill
Tuesday outlawing all pinball
machines, whether they areof
rhe gambling variety or not.
Sen. Alan Dixon, D-BelJeville, argued that pinballs·are
not essentially a gambling device, anymore than pool or
playing cards.
He urged the bill be limited
to machines which have replay mechanisms and permit
possible under-the-table payoffs to players.
Sen. Ben Hudson Sours, RPeoria, contended pinballs are
control!ed by hoodlums whether they are use" for gambling
or amusement.
Under the bill, the machines
would be subject to seizure and
destruction by local authorities. A Republican version of
congressional
re apportionment in Cook County also won
Senate passage and moved to
the House. The vote was 3814.

Sen. W. Russell Arrington
of Evanston, GOP majOrity
leader. said the proposed districts were realigned to reflect R e pu b lica n voting
strength and give his party
additional dlngressmen.
The bill, opposed solidly by
Democrats, would give Republicans an opportunity to
gain two and possibly three
seats. Downstate districts are
not affected by Arrington's
bill.
It would create a Republican-tinged district in
southwest Chicago and alter
the northwest district of
Democrat Roman Pucinski.
Democrats said the bill also
would endanger the seat of
Democrat William Murphy of
Chicago.
Two incumbent Demo.:ratsWilliam Dawson and Frank
Annunzio of Chicago-were to
be placed in the same district by the bill.
Dixon, Democratic minority
ship, labelled the plan a "gerrymander for the benefit of
the Republican party."
Arrington and other Republicans said the present congressional didtricts, drawn by
the courts, were for use only
in the 1966 election and the
legislature had the redistrict
this year.

In Europe Planned

'STEPPING WAY OVER!'

'Bi,torie Oee.,ioD 9

WilsonAJJirms Britian's Bid
To Enter Common Market
LUNDON {AP} Prime
Minister Harold Wilson announced Tuesday the longexpected British bid to join
Europe's Common Market to
make it an economic community of 300 million people
capable of challenging the
political and economic strength of the United States and
the Soviet Union.
"This is an historic occasion which could well determine the future of Britain,
of Europe and indeed of the
world for decades to come:'
Wilson told the House of
Commons.
Four years after President
Charles de Gaulle of France
vetood Britain's first try to
join the Common Market. Wilson set his country again on
a risky course that, if it fails
could set back European unity
for decades and humiliate the
British. Even if Britain gets
in. bui:ding a more powerful
Europe on the foundations laid
down by the market countries
will be enormously difficult.
The form al Briti~h application for full membership
in the IO-year-old European
Economic Communtty- as the
Common Market is formally
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allies which started in the
summer of 1966.
That was when the West
German government made
clear it would not continue
the practice of offsetting the
cost of keeping Anglo-American troops on its soil by
purchasing military hardware in the two countries.
U.S. officials stressed that
the tense atmosphere in which
the talks Slaned last October
gave way quictly to a friendly
climate in which all three
sides cooperated in seeking an
answer to the ticklish problem.

Largest

.; :;.
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Selection

Williams
.212 S. lI!inois

Complete opening, Room and

board, September 1967
~oom

fl]tt;J

only, summer '67

"Co-eds
ad.ire .en
whollw.at
W'L~ON

HIJLL

••• and we're
90lne 10 lei our
"air down anel
lell you why •••"
Your mind is free of anxiety because of sensible management policies
and the study assistance programs o'loiloble from resident fellows.
YQU'''' in top physical condition thanks to the Wilson recreation oreos,
swimming pool, comlartable beds that gh'e you a full night's sleep, the
perfect room temperature (you hove individuol room controls) anci the
food that is not only tasty, but well balanced and plentiful.
Oh, !here's lots of good things going on at Wilson Hall. And w. hear
about it from 'those men we admire'. To find out everything about Wilson
Hall, the 'really-in', off.campus living-I.orning c.nter far m.n ........ to

~~:~,~~~~~~s::":

"". __ .

--~

See Don Clucas
residf'nt manager 457·2169
One Quarter Contracts Available

n01 s. Wall

:,

·LP's
*45's
Stereo's & Color
TV's

"Whether you go out for on evening of dancing or lace 0 finol exam,
you are emof;onally and mentally reddy-ofwoys at your best thanks to
the masculine pampering you get when you live at Wilson Holl.
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cailed- will be submitted next
week after the Labor government wins what is considered
certain endorsement
from
Parliament. Denmark. Norway and Ireland are expected
to follow up With their own
applications.
Austria and
possibly Sweden will press
for as~ociate membership.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
United States will withdraw
up to 35,000 troops and almost
iOO airplanes from WestGermany next year. saving an
estimated $100 million spent
abroa(l, under an agreement
reached last week among this
country. Great Britain. and
West Germany.
The agreement, announced
Tuesday, was reacbed after
five months of negotiations
on the crucial issue of keeping as many American troops
in Germany as possible whUe
cutting back on the drain of
America's gold reserve.
According to the announcement Britain will withdraw
about 5,000 soldiers and about
20 planes from West Germany.
President Johnson was
deeply involved in the fivemonth-long negotiations, officials said.
The agreement was welcomed by Sen. Mike Mansfield, D-Mont.. an laavocate
of substantial trOOp reductions in Europe. who described
the pact as "sound foreign
policy decision-an initial step
in the adjustment of our NATO
commitments:'
Mansfield told the Senate he
hopes the government will
"continue to explore the possibilities of further reductions
at an appropriate time."
The agreement. which now
goes as a three-nation proposal to the Defense Planning Committee of the Nenh
Atlantic Tre&ty Organization.
is expected to end a period
of uneasf1tess amen the three

Street, Carbondale
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Signs of the Zodiac

Final Exam Schedule
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FOR SPRING 1967

Classes which meet only on Monday night.
Examinations will stan at the same
limes as the class sessions ordinarily
stan.

Examination Schedule for Day Classes

Tuesday. June 6
Monday, June 5
10 o'clock classes except 3 hour classes
which meet onE" of the class sessions
on Saturday••.•••••••.••.•.•.••••.•••7:50-9:50
GSD 108A, B. C, 114 A. C •.•••••••••• .10:1O-12:10

Classes which meet during the first period
(5:45 or 6 to 7:25 p.m.) on Tuesday
and/or Thursday•••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••. 6-8
Classes which meet only on Tuesday night.
Examination will start at the same time
as the cl::oss sessions ordinarily stan.

4 o'clock classes ••.••••••••••••.•.••.• .12:50-2:50
GSB 10IA ••.•••••..•••••••.••.•.•.•••••••••••3:10-5:10
Thursday, June 8

Tuesday, June 6
12 o'clock classes ••••••••••••••••••••••••7:50-9:50
Accounting 25IA, B. C and 453; GSA
301•••••••.••••••.••••.••.•••••••••••••10:10-12:10
2 o'clock c1asses••••.••..••••.••••••.••12:50-2:50
GSC 100; GSC 101 ••.••••••••••.••.•••••.••3:10-5:10
Wednesday, June 7
9 o'clock classes except 3-hour classes
which meet one of the class sessions
on Saturday..........................7:50-9:50
GSC 205.................................. .10:10-12:10
1 o'clock classes ........................12:50-2:50
GSB 201C •.•••.••.••.•••••••.•••.•••••.•••••3:50-5;10
Thursday. June 8

n

o'clock classes except 3-hour classes
which meet one of the class sessions
on Saturday•••.••••••••••.•••••••••••7:50-9:50
GSC 103....................................10:10-12:10
3 o'clock classes........................12:10-2:50
GSA 201A. B. C ............................3:10-5:10
Friday, June 9
8 o'clock classe!'; except 3-hour classes
which meet one of the class sessions
on Saturday..........................7:50-9:50
GSC 102....................................10:10-12:10
Make up examination veriod for students
whose petitions have been approved by
their academic deans and 8 o'clock
3-hour classes which meet one of the
class. sessions on Saturday•••12:50-2:50
11 o'clock 3-hour classes which meet one
of
the
class
sessions on Saturday ...................................3:10-5:10
Saturday, June 10
9 o'clock 3-hour classes which meet one
of
the
class
sessions on Saturday..................................7:50-9:50
10 o'clock 3-hour classes which n.eet on
of
the
class
sessions on Saturday••.•••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••10:10-12:10
Classes whicb meet only on Saturday morning. Examinations will start at the same
time as the class sessions ordinarily
stan.
Examination Schedule for Evening Classes
Monday. June 5
Classes which meet during the first period
(5;45 or 6 to 7:25 p.m.) on Monday
and/or Wednesday•••••.••••••••.••.•••...6-8

Classes which meet during the second period
(7:35 to 9 or 9:15 p.m. on Tuesday
and/or Thursday..........................6-8
Classes which meet only on Thursday night.
Examinations will stan at the same
times aa the class sessions ordinarily
Start.
GENERAL EXAMINATION INFORMATION
Examinations for one and two-credit hour
courses will be held during the last regularly
scheduled class period prior to the formal
final examination week. Three. four and
five-credit hour courses will meet at the
time.~ listed above. Any no credit courses
having examinations will follow the same
schedule as outlined for one and two-credit
hour courses.
A student who finds he has more than three
examinations on one day may petition. and
a student who has two examinations scheduled
at one time should petition. his academic dean
for approval to take an examination during the
make-up examination period on the last day.
Provision for such a make-up examination
period does not mean that a student may
decide to miss his scheduled examination
time and expect to make it up during this
make-up period. This period is to be used
only for a student whose petition has been
approved by his dean.
A student who must miss a final examination may not take an examination before the
time scheduled for the class examination. Information relative to the proper grade to be
given a student Who misses a final examination
and is not involved in a situation covered
in the preceeding paragraph will be found
in the mimeographed memorandum forwarded
to members of the instructional staff at the
time they receive the final grade listing for
the recording of grades.
A special note needs to be made relative
to examinations for evening sections for those
classes which have been granted a special
time for examining all sections. As some
students attending at night may not be able
to attend the special examination period
scheduled for the daytime, each depanment
involved will have to arrange special examination periods for such students. This
problem involves those night students who are
fully employed during the day and who are
taking night courses because it is the only
time they are able to do so.

Swimming Club to Present
Exhibition at University Pool
SIU Synchronized Swimming
Sagitarius, Linda Dooley.
Club will present Aquascope Bobbi Lewis, Lenore Nelke.
"Signs of the Zodiac:' at Linda Phillips, Laura Stott.
8 p.m. today and Thursday and and Bonnie West.
at 4 p.m. Saturday in the UnlAries, Lenore Nelke.
versity Pool.
ScorpiO,
Linda Dooley,
Admission is 50 cents for Cheryl Eddings, Pat Giberadults and free for students. son, Vicki Kosek, Bobbi
The club will style 12 num- Lewis, Julienne Millheam,
bers after each sign of the Margie Miller, Jeanne Orl.
Zodiac, as follows:
Linda Phillips and Laura Stott.,
Libra, Ruth Adams, Pat·
Giberson, Vicki Kosek. and Jay Bender to Speak
Julienne Millheam.
Jay Bender, professor of
Tarus, Linda Dooley and
physical education will preLaura Stott.
. Pisces, Nancy Heftner, sent "Muscular Force, MeaMarcia Miller. Margie Miller, surement and Use," at the
Dee Mueller. Lenore Nelke, zoology graduate seminar at
Virginia Scott and Bonnie 4 p.m. Wednesday in Lawson
231.
West.
Capricorn. Ruth Adams,
Bobbi
Lewis and Linda
Phillips.
Cancer. Cheryl Eddings.
Pat Giberson. Natalie Kilgos.
Dee Mueller and Jeanne Orf.
Gemini, Vicki Kosek and
Bonnie West.
Virgo. Margie Miller.
Aquarius. Cheryl Eddings.
Natalie Kilgos and Marcia
Miller.
Leo, Nancy Heftner. Julienne Millheam and Virginia CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

rst
Choice
Of The
Engageables

DIAMOND

They like the ;mort styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond ... a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The nome, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
sa'isfact,on. Select yours at
yc,ur Keepsake Jeweler·s store
He's in the yellow pages under
'·Jewelers."
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Shop With
[)AILY EGYPTIAN
AdvII:"rtl51!'rs

EYEWEAR

Your eyewear will be 3
ways correct at Conrad:
1. Correct Prescription
2. Corred Fitlinlf
3. Correct Appearance
ONE DAY service available
for mosl eyewear
from
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CONRAD OPTICAL
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16tft and Mon,.,., Herrin-O,. Con fad. Optometrist 942·5500
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In U. Center

Fiscal Seminar
Slated Thursday

SIU to Host Annual Banquet
For Illino is Beta Association
The annual banquet of the
Illinois Beta Association of
Phi Beta Kappa will be held
at 6:30 p.m. May 15 in Ballroom A of the University Center.
The following members are
carried on the chapter's roll
at SIU, with the names of their
departments listed after their
names.
Francis D. Adams,English;
George W. Adams, history;
Irving W. Adams, student affairs; Sheldon Alexander, psychology; Clark Lee Allen,
economics; Harry Ammon,
history; William C. Ashby,
botany; A. Craig Baird,
speech; Frances Barbour,
English; Jam e s Benziger,
English; F. Donald Bloss,
geology.
George Bracewell, University School; Roy Brammell,

'BuretJlU!racy'Talle

By U. oj I. Guat
Set at 10 Thur.ooy
The Department of Government will present as the first
in a series of guest political
sciellce lecturers Victor
Thompson, chairman of the
Department of Folitical Science at the University of 11linois, Champaign.
"Bureaucracy and Innovation" will be the topic of
Thompson's public lecture to
be given at 10 a.m. Thursday,
May II, in Morris Library
Auditorium. Time will be allowed for questions and discussion following the lecture.
Thompson. who taught at
Syracuse University before
becoming chairman at illinois
in 1966, has written a book
entitled "Modern Organization" and a number of articles
for professional journals. He
also is co-author, with Herbert Simon and Donald Smithburg, of the text:' Public.
Admi nist"ration."

e due a t ion administration;
Melvin Brooks. sociology:
Kenneth Brunner. high education; Theodore A. Burton,
mathematics; Boyd G. Carter,
foreign languages; David S.
Clarke Jr., philosophy; Alan
M. Cohn, library; Arthur J.
Dibden, higher education;
James Diefenbeck, philosophy.
Marie M. Doenges, anthropology; Kathleen Eads. library; Betty Fladeland, history; Neal Foland, mathematics; James Ford, journalism; Elsa E. Ford. mathematics; Howard P. French.
foreign language; Richard H.
Gier, health; Lewis Hahn,
philosophy; Kanji Haitani.
economics; Earl T. Hanson,
government.
C. Addison Hickman, economics; Joseph K. Johnson.
sociology; Margaret Kaeiser,
bo~any;
Charles F. Koch,
mathematics; Herbert KoeppBaker, speech correction;
Edith S. Krappe, English; Robert G. Layer, economics;
James B. Lemen, journalism;
Catherine Martinsek, economics; William R. McKenzie.
education administration.
James H. McHose, psychology; Reinhold Meyer, foreign language; Willis Moore.
philosophy; Jon D. Muller,
anthropology; Randall Nelson.
government; John M. Olmsted,
mathematics; Vera L. Peacock, foreign language; David
Potter. speech; Lois Ann
Richman, English; Max Sappenfield, government.
Walter Schmid, botany;
Donald Shoe ma ke r. psychology; Nicolai Siemens,
management;
Madeleine
Smith. foreign language; Leland G. Stauber, government;
John E. Utgaard, geology;
David M. Vieth. English;Henry Wieman, philosophy; Charlotte Zimmerschied, physics.
Also listed as SIU members
are 20 faculty and staff members from the EdwardsvUle
Campus, and 16 area members not on the staff.

A seminar for SIU fiscal
officers will be held twice
Thursday in Davis AuditOrium. it was announced by
John S. Rendleman, vice
president for business affairs.
There will be two like sesSions. at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
which will be conducted by
staff members of the Business
Affairs Division. All fiscal
officers, chairmen. directors,
coordinators and other interested persons are invited to
attend one of the sessions.
Shop With

DAILY EGYPrlAN
Advertbers

FAMOUS PERSONALITY
POSTERS 2%' )( 3 Y2'
McQueen. Peter Fonda. 8r."do.
Napol-eon. Dylan. RoUin. '5.tones.
plus many more. S~nd (or IiSf
with .ampl~$. Shipped anywh.rr
in U S... Prepaid posters S1. 75- 2
posters '3 00, J posters 5" 25

MADAME BUTTERFLY'S
Gift Shop
Atlanta Constitution

4609 E. Colfax
Denver, Cararado 80220

' . . . DOVES. . . WITH SPURS? .. '

Livestock T.am Wins Honors
Two SIU livestock teams
returned with high team and
individual honors from a contest at Blacksburg, Va., last
week out of a field of 17
teams.
The two five-man teams
placed second and third in
overall judging, and Larry
Jones turned in the highest
individual score at the SOutheastern Intercollegiate Livestock Judging Contest at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
held Friday and Saturday.
One of the SIU teams placed
first In sheep judging; both
teams placed first and second
in swine jUdging. In the cattle
c:.uegory SIU teams won fifth
and sixth places.
Jones, in addition to being
the top total scorer. was the
highest in swine scoring. His
teammate Daniel Koons was
top scorer in sheep judging.
A third. Larrv BolI:lI:s, placed

fifth in individual scoring and
fifth in swine judging.
The first place in team
judging went to the University
of Tennessee.

~
~.~~

Low Price.
Student Union Price.
1-6 Daily
One Cent Per Minute
Per Player 6-12 Daily

O'llILLYS
BILLIARDS

515 So ·lIIino.is

See

u. ,...

"F"II CO"• ...,.··

Fin_dol R........ ibili." Filing.

EASY PAYMENT PLANS

3.60,12 .......

FINANCrAL RESPONSIBILITY
POLlCI!S

FRANKLIN
INSURA1VCE
AGENCY
103 S. Illinois Avo.
Phono 457·~1

600 Freeman

Cafeteria

Air Conditioned

Swimming Pool

NOW ACCEPTING
CONTRACTS
FOR SUMMER
8300 loard
R::; Summer Quarter Only
Mrs. Virginia Hopkins
ReaiWnt Manager
Phone 457-7660

THE RESIDENCE HALL FOR WOMEN OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
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To Promote Understanding

Two SIU Students to Live
In Swedish, Swiss Families
By Bob Allen
Would you li1ce to go to
Sweden or Switzerland. live
there for tbree months, and
see the country as the natives
see it?
That is just what Jon D.
Carlson, 21. a senior from
Elgin who is majoring in education, and James R. Banmess, 22.. a graduate student
from Melrose Park who is
majoring in psychology, bave
been selected to do through
the annual Experiment in
International UVing program.
Carlson will go to Sweden and
Bartmess will to Switzerland.
Tbey are pan of a group
numbering fewer than a
thousand student applicants in
a national competition. Tbe
criteria for selection of the
participants are scholastic
achievement, service to their
respective schools and their
ability to get along with other
people according to Carlson.
The participants, between
the ages of 16 and 32, are
chosen by a 3S-member board
of trustees composed of '::xperiment alumni. parents of
Experimenters. educators and
authorities in international affairs.
According to the latest
figures, the United States is
one of 52 countries which
take part in the program,
Carlson said. Dwight D.
Eisenhower, John D. RockefeUer. and Pearl Buck are
among those who endorse the
organization, he added.
During the three-month
program, tbe two will each
live with a family for four
weeks to learn tbe customs
and traditions of Sweden and
Switzerland first hand. Afterward, tbey will tour the country in a small group consisting
of 10 to 12 Experimenters
and one member of the
families with which the
Americans stayed, Carlson
continued.
They may travel by bUS,
train, bicycle or on foot depending upon the type oftransportation most used by the
people of that country Bartmess said.
In addition to various countries in Europe, Experimenters go to Africa, Australia, the Orient, and the
Near East.
According to information
published by the non-profit organization, "the Experiment
(in International Living) was
founded in 1932 as an attempt
to find an answer to the most
pressing question of our time:
'Can people of different. nations understand one another
well enough to see to it that
their governments live peacefully together?' "
"The conviction that people
the world over are more alike
than they are different. and
that they can learn to under-

OVERSEAS DELIVERY

Se.

EPPS

stand and respect one another
if given half a chance to prove
it, led to the founding of tlte
Experiment."
The first Experiment was
in 1932 when Donald B. Watt
took a group of boys to Europe
with the 80lp purpose of making friends with the Europeans.
The objectives of the program are first. to bring together people from different
nations for personal association. Next. it tries to remove
the obvious obstacles to
understanding, so that people
have a better chance to enjoy
each other, the publication
said.
Tbe organization also works
on the premise that "It is not
what you know about a country's architecture, politiCS or
international relations that is
fundamental to understanding.
It is your frame of mind. It
is people's reactions to people
in international situations
which spell understanding."
Finances are furnished by
the Experimenters s\lpplemented by gifts from Experiment alumni, their parents,
and friends, and certain foundations. These contributions
make possible scholarships
and loans for approximately
30 per cent of the program
participants.

LegiOD MODeY9 Medal.
Awarded SIU Cadet.
The American Legion
awarded $50 and DAR military
excellence ROTC medals to
two SIU students Tuesday.
Receiving the awards were
Junior Cadet William Perkins
of Carbondale and Senior
Cadet Thomas Anton of
Berwyn.

J
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have been selected to go to Europe this summer,
but for the moment they are working on plans for
a Spring Festival dance from 6 to 9 p.m. Saturday at the Midway. They are James R. Bartmess

In.tructor R.c.i" ••
R•••arch Stucly Grant
David Miles, instructor in
the Educationa) Research Bureau, was awarded a research
grant of $9,957 from the U.S.
Office of Educa£ion.
The funds were awarded to
conduct an experimental study
dealing with creative behavoir. The objectives of the
study are to develop a set of
reliable problem tasks, and
to conduct a series of experiments to determine the
effects of certain variables
on creative performance.

_It_u.~-~
PIQ' your 1D0ney and take your
bottle. Suddenly, Sprite

~:~s':Utot:~::::if;'

on
satist»,;.Dg tactUe-auralpalatable-optical-oral
experience.
First, you observe the
retreshing green bottle. A te.pting sight. Then you
reach torth-and touch it. Very cool. Finally, »,ou
uncap the cap. Now
you're ready to
drink in that
delicious tartness
--but wait! Betore
regressing
to the
delightful
infantUe pleasure
'~:!~:::'i,J
of taking your bottle •.
stop. And listen.
Because Sprite is so utterly 1101_.
Cascadinc in crescendos or ertenescent
flavor. Billowing with billioDS or
ebulltent bubbles. And then Sip. Gulp.
Guzzle. l a . . . . . . . . . , SprUe. So tart
and tinglins o'.r tb. taste buds.
And voilal You bav. JOur
_lti-sensory experienc•.
But what about the oUactory
ractor, you ask? Well, what do
you want tor a di_--.
tive-sense sott drink?

oc._ ....

(left), a graduate student from Melrose park who
is majoring in psychology, and Jon D. Carlson, a
senior from Elgin who is majoring in education.
The accompanying story describes their plans
for a summer's study in Europe.

Special
Body-Set Hair Spray39C
13 oz. Size - 69¢ Value
Special
Permanent Match Lighters
77C- 89¢ Value
Special
Men's "Menl'
Instant Shave-After Shave
or Spray Deodorant - 57 C
79~ Value
Special
Makeup Mirrors - 88~
Plain and Magnifying Porcelain Base
81 Value
Pierced Earings - $1 Pair
Friendship Rings - $1 Pair

Highway 13 East
451.2184

ItI_.C:-CI'
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GOING TO EUROPE--These two SIU students

~.
ge5.48 12

- .,~

A

Now take the newest
mul ti-sensory trip:
Walk to any soft-drink
machine and have some Sprite.

•

....... ~"
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Foreign Producer Visits SIU

FRANTISEK DANIEL

'1010 Funds Unlimited

I~GrmmmwnG~Ra~e
From Deferment tD New Car
By Norris Jones
" A crystal ball is what I
need'·
for a graduation
present, Mike Snodgrass said.
"I'm dying to findoutwhatI'm
going to be doing six months
from now'"
Snodgrass, who is majoring
in engineering. was one of
several seniors questioned on
their idea of an ideal graduation present ranging from
$10 to $25.
But when asked, as were
the others, about an ideal
graduation gift with no limit
on price. he said that a
new Camaro would be fine.
Snodgrass is from Galesburg.
minois.
Sandy Sutton wanted a
$30,000 home for her "funds
unlimited" gift. Majoring in
speech education, Miss Sutton
said that a transistor radio
would be all right, though, for
a gift with a $25 price ceiling.
She is from Millington. New
Jersey.
A 3-A classification would
be a great gift for him. Tom
McAlevey said. Married. he
still has hopes for 3-A.
Majoring in advertising,
McAlevey is continuously on
the move while trying to sell
advertising for the
Daily
Egyptian. Being a bit more

practical. he said that part
monthly payment on
his car's gasoline bill would
be the perfect $25 gift. McAlevey is from St. Louis.
"I'd like to have Thompson
Point:' Ken Wolfson, resident
there, said.
"That way I
could turn it into unsupervised
housing'" He is majoring in
government.
Wolfson said that the $17
graduation fee. which he has
to pay, would be a good graduation gift in the under-$25
bracket. He is from Chicago.
A ticket to Europe is the
cost-unlimited "ideal" graduation present for Judy Eakin.
Majoring in chemistry. Miss
Eakin said that books pertaining to her field would be
fine as the lower-cost gift.
Miss Eakin is from Vandalia.
Not really having any preference. June Bulmer said
she would be happy with gifts
ranging from daisies to a
stereo. Miss Bulmer is majoring in math and is from
DuQuoin.
DAILY EGYPTIAII
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SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE
•
•
•
•
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•

Check Cashing
Notary Public
Money Orders
Title Ser"ice
Dri"er's License
Public Stenographer
.2 Day license Plate

Store Hours
9 - 6 Daily

• Service
• Travelers Checks

• Pay your Gas, Light, Phone, and Water Bills here

office pull.

Daniel will get a full tour of
the SlU facilities in fUm making, radio and television and
theater. He explained that In
his country tbeater is almost
as popular as the mOvies.
Prague has as many theaters
has it has movie houses. Also
big in Daniel's country a::e
puppet theaters; there are
over 3,000 in Czechoslovakia.
Tickets for the theater and
the mOvies are relatively inexpensive in Czecboslovakia.
Theater tickets cost about
$1.25 and movie tickets about
50 cents. Because all the
theater and movie houses are
state owned, the profits from
the movie houses help support
the tbeaters.
Daniel will give a talk and
show Czech films in Muckel-

-------------------,
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of tbe

Shop Will>

to see his films chopped up roy Auditorium at 8 p.m. toso messages CQuld be in- day.
serted.
FUm making is different in
Czechoslovakia than it is in
this country. Daniel explained Hr.'ZiJ~mri1s
that there are eight production
units in the country that produce the 35 films turned out a
year by the Czechs. Thecountry also imports about 150
foreign films each year.
The life of a film in
Czechoslovakia is much longer than in the United States.
Daniel said that one film he
made in 1960 is still running.
Many films are telecast after
about a year in the movie
theaters. but despite that wide
exposure, they still have box

"It's terrible'"
This was the opinion expressed by Czechoslovakian
producer, writer. and director
Frantisek Daniel as he discussed commercial television
in tbis country.
Daniel. wbo is visiting SlU
this week, is touring many
of the nation's campuses to
compare film making in the
United States to that in his
country.
In Czechoslovakia, Daniel
has written 18 films in addition to writing and directing
for the stage. Currently. hels
on the faculty of the Academy
of Ans in Prague, wbere be
is a Yice dean and a professor
in film and television.
Daniel's opinion of America-:t commercial television
was given at a pres<J conference Monday. He said be
could not understand how the
American public could view
commercial television and yet
keep quiet.
In his country, Daniel said~
feature length films are shown
Without interruption. The only
commercials shown are run
during one half-hour period in
the morning.
Daniel said that U.s. educational television, is marvelous. He said that there will
be more educational television
in C zechosloV'>j:!a once graduates are prepared for this
type of work.
Referring to interruptions
for commercials, Daniels admitted that he would not like
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This coupon, plus just $2.00,
will thank Mom and Dad .
five days a week.
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••• Because it wHI send the", 0 copy at your college Parer
e"ery day it's printed-- for a whole te.",. With a gift subscription
to the Daily Egyptian, your parents will be able to keep ooreast
of what's going on at SIU-- and it might e"en tell them a cauple
of things you forget in your letterst
Dod is sure to get a thrill out of watching the Solukis go,
go, go (on to vict~ry, we hope), and Mont is sure to get a chuckle
out of Gus Bode. And everybody's sure to be interested in the
editorial p"ge, reflecting student apinion. And. there is campus
news ond activities and intellectual things and lots more.
So. why don't you just clip out the coupon, moil it in with
two bucks (or be a sport, and enclose six dollars for four terms )?
Mom, Dad, brothers, sisters, grandmas, grandpas, aunts, uncles,
girl friends, boy friends are just a few of the people who might
be interested. Mail ;t in today.
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-Keeping Statistics Interesting Job
By Rick Lewis

errors. When this was com- Sponing News. On Wednesday
pleted. I recorded all batting and Thursday,Ie3gue averages were compiled and
team summary sheets and mailed to the ball clubs and
newspapers that had b'lUght
Individual player cards.
Russ Bower. president in our service.
Totaling up figures was done
charge of pitching. received
all the official scores when we by head and hand. Percentages
were finished. He recorded were found in the percentage
all pitching data on team sum- book or compilp.d on tile office
mary sheets and player cards. tabulator. Printing was also
After completion. all score- done In the office.
Meeting people like Bob
cards were put on file for
Holbrook. publicity director
later reference.
Monday, Wednesday. and for the American League. and
Thursday were the busiest going to baseball games free,
examples
of
days of the six day work week. were two
On Monday, the "top 10" bat- "fringe" benefits.
Irwin M. Howe founded the
ters and pitchers from each
league was sent to St. Louis Howe News Bureau in 1908.
Howe, a stationery supplies
salesman. sat on the White
Soeeer Game Se'
Sox
bench at Comiskey Park
The SIU Soccer Club will
play a game With ~uthwest and kept day-by-day averag~s.
One
particular day Charlps.
Missouri State University May
6 at 2 p.m. at the field south- Comiskey, owner of the Sox.
asked
to
see Howe's avereast of the Arena.
ages. Comiskey asked Howe
to come in once a week with
the averages, since the averages being received were
By The Associated Press
months behind.
N.tlonal League
Comiskey told Howe that the
newspapers might be inW L
PCT GB
terested in buying the aver15
5
.750
"Cincinnati
xPlttsburgh
II
.615 31/2 ages. The papers agreed, and
5
of
II
6
.571
"Chicago
thus Howe News Bureau was
xSI:. Louis
9
7
.563 of
9
7
xAtlanta
•563 of
born •

If you want an interesting and fielding information on the

RECORD BREAKERS--Two of SlU's top golfers, Gary Robinson. above left. and Steve Heckel. right. were instrumental in
the new school record the Saluki golf team set Monday afternoon.
Robinson fired a four under par 64 ,just one off the course record.
and Heckel a 66.

Saluki Golfer. Break Record,
Capture Quadrangular Meet
SlU's golf team achieved
a milestone Monday when the
Saluki golfer.; fired the lowest
team score in the 21-year
history of intercollegiate golf
at Southelll.
The Salukis combined for a
416 total, which was four under
par for the Crab Orchard
Golf Course and more than
enough to win the four team
match.
Gary Robinson set the sizzling pace with a six under
64, just one stroke off the
Crab Orchard course record.
Steve Heckel, the Sa!ukis no.
2 man, fired a 66.
Sixth man James Schonoff
came in at even par 70 for
his 18. Dave Wargo and Denny
Krtkamp, the No:s 3 and 4
men on the SlU team, finished
at 71 and third man Jack
Downey had a 74.
All the Salukis put together
their best competitive rounds
of the season for the record-

breaking total. which was
achieveoj despite rainy and
windy weather conditions.
The second-place team was
Washington University of St.
Louis, with a 456 total. Next
in order were St. Louis University and Southwest Misouri at 467 and 483 respectively.
Robinson was the medalist
for the afternoon.
The quadrangular victory
boosts the Salukis' season
mark to 10-4 this season.
Coach Lynn Holder said that
he felt "the boys deserve a
lot of credit for the rounds they
put together, particularly
under the prevailing weather
conditions. After all, no one
has equalled this performance
in 21 years GI competition at
Southern:'
The Salukis are back on the
links today at Kentucky Dam
Village. Ky •• for the Murray
State Invitat!onal.

summers work. try keeping
batting. fielding. pitching (and
all other) averages on 17 teams
In three baseball leagues.
J tried last summer in Chicago. while working for Howe
News Bureau-the
largest
company that compiles all statistical inform at ion on 6,500 to
7.000 players a day in 11
leagues.
Owner John Phillips, starting his 46th year at Howe
News Bureau, took me into his
office that first day, and showed me the procedure for record keeping. To my surprise.
the only equipment I needed
was a pencil, eraser, the individual cards, team summary
sheets, and a basic knowledge
of baseball scoring.
I was assigned to three
minor leagues, the Gulf Coast.
Appalachian, and Northern
leagues.
Phillips had two leagues
including the official American League, which Jr::~pt him
pretty busy.
Jerry Berman, assistant
head man, was In charge of
four leagues, Includingtheunofficial National League.
Ray Malquist, a junior at
Eastern Illinois University;
handled three leagues. including the Midwest League.
Three times a day the mail
was delivered to our office,
bringing official game box
scores, newllpapers and other
useful information. An Associated Press teletype machine sent In all AL and NL
scoring summaries.
My first job after mail call
was to recheck the official
box scores for possible

'OFFlce HOURS. 9:00 to 5:» Daily

xHousron

8

.~O

9

.438

.375
.353
.278
5
.\merican League

xDetrolt
xNew York
xSoSlOn
xChlcago
"Baltimore
"Washington
"California
.Cleveland
"Kansas City

"

10
II
13

W L
PCT
10 6
.625
9.,.6VO
9
6.600
9
7
.563
9
8
.529
7
S
.....7
II 10
.444
7
9
.,U8

5
6
7
71/2
9

SEnLEMOIR'S
"all work.varant.eeI"
SPEU...ae

GB
1/2
1/2

I
I 1/2
2 1/2
3
3

6
9
.400
3 1/2
5 10
.333
.. 1/2
(x Late Games Not Included)

xMinneS<Jt.

M.n'.
Rubb~r

-

Girl'.

SI.50

-

S.85

Aiiiiii Loaf.r
H••, , , , , . , H ••1.
SHOE REPAIR

"Ou"nty not ......... Our MoH_
ACIa •• From the V.... i Th_••

Lowest cost housing per student.
Quiet study areas.
Your own good food.
Midnight snacks & coffee when
you want.
Privacy.

DAILY EGYPTIAN

THE "KEE" TO GOOD VISIOIoI
CONTACTS: $59.50
GLASSES FROM $12.70
S-19-ZS'?'

7
6

Check these advantages •••

The next match foc the
Saluki women's tennis team
will be Saturday. May 6.
against Eastern Illinois. The
meet which will be played at
the SIU tennis courts will
start at II a.m.

Examinations

8

xSan Francisco
xLos Angeles
xNew York

Agyoge can live in Approved Housing

Clark won in their doubles
match in the semi-final round
6-2 and 9-7. Misses Gumm
and Clark brought home Southern's only trophies for the
day.

OPT~METRIST

xPhUadelphla

MOBILE HOUSING

~

Dr. C. E. Kendrick

In The Majors

Now renting•••

WRA Goes to Tennis Meet
All of SlU's entrants in
the six-college Women's Recreation Association Tennis
Sectional reached the semifinals at the UniversilY of
lllinois April 28-29.
Six of the eight SIU entries
were eliminated in the semifinals round while two reached
:he finals which were rained
out.
SlU sophomore Sue Maynard
carried her semi-finals match
to three sets before losing
1-6, 6-3. and 6-2. Karen
Matz and Pam Roy lost a
doubles match to a team from
Illinois State. 6-4,6-8 and 6-1.
Kathy Gumm and Sandy

I.,

Many mo~ •. {ask our renters}

Chuck's Rentals
104 So. Marion
Pl.one: 549-3374
OPEN 9-5 WEEKDAYS,
9-12 SATURDAY
Less expensive, better housing for students
"YOU CAN PAY MORE, BUTYOUCAN'TGETBETTEJC'
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OddBodhin.

}ucbrNamed
Royal. Coach

Top SIU Swimmer of NCAA Named Captain
Ed
Mossotti. top Saluld
swimmer in the NCAA finals.
was named captain of the 196768 swimming team. Mossotti
was
the
most valuable
swimmer on the 1965-66
teams.
At the NC AA finals this
season Mossotti was fourth
in the 50-yard freestyle with
a time of 21:37. The 50
seems to be Mossotti's big
event. Earlier in the season.
he broke the school record ..1
the 50 with a clocking of:21.5.
The old school record was
:21.7 set by Ray Padovano
Mossotti also set a school
standard in the lOO-yardfreestyle With a ;47.5. He was
also on the freestyle relay
team and the SOO-yard relay
team which also set new SIU
school records. The record

of 3:11.6 was set in the na- world. Miles was the guiding fer. Gerry Pearson and Ric-

tionals and the mark in the
sao was set at the Southern
Collegiate Meet at Athens, Ga.
As a prepster, Mossotti was
an All-American swimmer in
botb tbe 50 and lOO-yard freestyles. In 1964, he led hls
Mehlvllle High School team
to the MiSSOuri State Swimming championship.
His record at SIU is impressive. As a sophomore
two years ago, Mossoni won
six first places in six attempts
in the 50 and this season won
six more blue ribbons in tbe
5C and added five more firsts
in the 100.
He will replace Jim' 'Kimo"
Miles as tht: Saluki captaina job. which in itself. won't
be the easiest thing in the

light to the Saluld spirit thls
season whicb greeted first
year coach Ray Essick.
ESSick is exuberant of hls
team's chances next season
altbough be admits be bas a
lot of holes to till. Miles
will be missed as will Reinhard Westenreider· OonStlltf-

hard EVertz.
Mossoni will be the backbone of the returning team
which will include: Ron Coghill. Eric Jones. ~erb Marquedant. Mike Miles, Scott
Conkel and Mike Morrissy
plus several promising freshman.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Ed
Jucker. whose career as a
college coach produced two
NCAA champions and
a
runner-up at the Universityof
Cincinnati, turned to the pro
ranks Tuesday and signed to
coach the Cincinnati Royalsof
the National Basketball Association.
The 49-year-old Jucker
signed a three-year contract
to coach the Royals at a reported $22,000 a year.
Jucker resigned as head
UC coach after the 1965 season, listing health as one reason. Since then he has been
director of intramural sports
at UC.
His leam won back-lo-back
NCAA titles in 1961 and 1962
and barelY missed making it
three in a row when Cincinnati lost to Loyola of Chicago
in an overtime final game in
1963.

Daily Egyptian Classified Action Ads
The Daily Egyptian ,. ....".. the right to reject any adv.rti ....' copy. No refund. on cancelled ad ••
190-1 VW mechanically perfecl:. Must
sdl. C lean inside ahd OUI ... i)-6162 ...
31101

FOR SALE
GOlf clubs. Brand new .. neYer used.

Still in plastic cover. Sell for half.
Call 7-~33-4.
BlU67
1960 :-lGA $550 ·or Dest oft" ... Call
7-2392, Tamms, III.
30801

1961 TR3 Triumph 3 tops. Must scll
$501J. Ph. .H9-5u68.
3116
1966 Triumph 5O\Jcc Scrambler. Must
sell. best offer 9-6093. 309 E. f ... <!3117

19n.5 flonda 590. 3000 mil"s. Bes.
offer. Call Ralph Nickcl iP 549-1250.

3085
19b3 Rambler 01 Pre overdriVe I> d.
sl,"ck. Will sell or trade for cych.-.
Good condition. Call 9-2563.
3U86
Carbondale house by owner.. :1 bed-

room, gas heat,. oak DOOTS. May
assume 5 'J""'/~' GI Loan. Close [0
campus. 3U6 e. flester. Phone -4575'J85.
31)87
19";6 305 Honda. scrambler t mirrors,
h...·lmet .. S65U or bt.·st. Jeff" 9-5;30.
30M9

61 Pontiac. 389. 348 hp.3-2·s.fspeed.
post. alum. wheels, many eXl:ras .. Greg
Smith, Rm. 6"5 S.A.R.H. 992-2261.
3118
8:~:!" Trailer. ..nexpensive private
huusing. Full size stove !:. Refrig.
Early American interior. 457-2505.
3119

h,:s:ions. Call 9-1"':--l.l.'):! ,Jr -l'il)-:1S9 .....

:11)';;"
190,:} Honda

Bub,

l}C)

BI.J<.:k .. ~1ust gu .. C31l

3-2~IlH.

JU<J8

I> Spc·akcr AM-F:'-1-LW -SlY SrercoPhnno 35 W .H~ Philhps Amp Garrard

"01 Ford (;l'Inv •• 4 spel..·d With stereo

tract.

3tH

9-2'i83~

Bt.':':'[ offt!'r. Ph .. 9-1'J3h.
Live

3U ...

six ft. Bua Constricmr. Best
312~

1965 Y3maha 55 cc GOIId cond. St80
or ~st offer. 7U8 E. CoU!"gc :7'3U.
Jill

Iqhtl
Honda
SU
only used 2
wrm::>. P ..... rfcd c(lnd .. LoW mile;.·a~I,.·.
Whj[·~· .. 1/:; off IIr bl..·s[ bff!.-,". C.!U
7_ 7 4b'.
:iII.~
I(h.,~
L~~w

f-" in~

Antique

"'"n/.j

CoIev..!!!·
:-r••h.: . . . :.:,.\. • .,;.tii

l":'~c'"

·"_":'v~.~

"-~re

{;(

. .'d.

';-~)·H";.

l1l:1

Shanic

S"*,9-3::!7S.

Dunlop tires l-Ixl.f5 for MGR 1.:;00
milt:S. $35 for a set. Ph. 1;;7-6574
after 5 p.m...
BAllUb
11 fOOl fJbergtass sailboJat. dacron
saiJs. aluminum bO(lm and ma~;[. carry
un car lOp. Phone 9-.';+11.
UAIIU8
We sdl and buy

USt.. d

furniture .. Phone;.'

'i·N-liS!.

HAII09

FOR RENT
1963 New Moon mobil\.· home JOx55.
Two bedronm. fron.r dtning,.t:\c.cond.
New 31 r condtuoncr &. wash Machin\!
opt. Sel,.o at l.} fros1Z Ct.. or call 9_
1717.
3U93

Carrervllie

ttJiler spacl..'s under
shadt.', w:ltI::r. ,S,-·wer. ~rha~l.· pil..':kup. rurnl:;h~'u S:!.; .. 5~) pt!r mfJnth. Ph.
YK.~-"';'d.
:31)95

Girl .. :\P[ ..

\Yilr.

.. V... r:.

~11.I.J.r'cr
1:·,~ .II' .:m..l

:3 for

rnt.~

:11'_ .• i;'-l

.. ".:~! (Ii th..:

s. '.V"'L';;:Il"~~nn

fI",,!". i'iou. ': - _; ....... ..J .

•• ' "~)

Looking (or accomodations for
summer and faU quaners? Join us
a[ Wiloon Hall for men. Price for
the quali.y is hard to beat. enjoy
individually air conditioned rooms
and poolsid" Ihis summer. Plenty of
sunbathing area. Corner of Park and
Wall. Call Don Clucas -157-2169.
BBlU88
Houserrailer. Desoto. IOx50. aircondo Couple only. Ph. 867-21 ..3.
BBI069
Carbondale Mol>;:~ Homes. new 2
bdrm. IOxSO Air cond.Speclal summer
rates. Call 4;;7-....22.
BB1093
Carbondale Dormitories 510 to 512
S. Hays Air cond. Summer Qtr. only
$85. Call -157-1-122.
BBI09.f
3 c·,lOms for girls. Newly decorated
" ~w rranagement. Special rates
for summer. Cooking priviliges. -15728-1U.
BUI096

Aprs. Carbondale Air cond. Newly
constructed. I bdrm $ICO Mo. pl1l3
urilitie:s 2 mi. from campus. St ... nillg summi'r term. Robanson Renral.s
Lake fleibhts additiun. 5-19-2533.
UBIIOO

i\:ow renting for Summer Qt. to male
sluccnrs.(upper-classmcn preferred)
Cooking pTlvleges and TV room incl.
$IOIJ lK'r qt. Ph. 0157--4561 or 5.. 92tJ30.
BBIU83

t:arbondale Uousetrai.lers Air cond.
I bdrm. S51:/mo " bdrm $75/mo
3 Il<Irm $IOU/mo. plus utilities starting summer term. 2 mi. from campus
Robinson Remals Lalre Heights addition. pb. 5-19-2533.
B611UI

House [railer 12x55. air conditioned..
Ciant City Blacktop Road. Phon" 91384, after 5.
BBl077

Apanments for students, summer
term. Accepted living centers for
men and women. Ambassador, Lynda
Vista, Montclair. $130.00 to $157.50
per person per term. n:JA service.
modern" air conditioned. S.R. Schoen.
457-2036.
BBlIU3

old

~3(J

19M) Rambler,. Slick ::;hlft. radiO,. call
!;.I'I-105'1.
311U

Pe~gy

Chevy fl-cyl. Srick. G(lud cond.

American ChiplK'ndale piece. Hall-antl-Claw desk.
Maker·s nam~ and mumber. Call 9-loI3S after ~.
BAlU99

Mo:; ...:;bt~rg :!:! LR :)\.'mi-autom;.ltic ;1.1.
St· ..: at iIM Burlisun or &.: ... 11 '} ... 3763.
;;IOY

or

BBI055
~b

.:;.j 150 cc Parilla. Good condition
-I cycle single cyi. ,;25U. Ph. i-1731.
3101

Canon camerO) 3:;mm Rcr:.!ils S:!50.
Sell $150. Ph. 9-573-1 .... v&:ntn~s .. JIUS

paneling, modern kitchen. Close to
campus aod town. $125 per quarter.
Lincoln Mano~ 509 S. Ash. Ph. 91369 for contrart.
B81U5-1

So.iott. Cal!

oUerlO Dave 9-3;'19.

Scrambh:r. Goud condUion" S4:l;;. Call 'J... ·ust) afu'r -I.
31U1

Approved housing for men. Comracts
now for summer to fall terms. Efficiency ApI: Air conditioned, wood

.~pprQved housing for women. Con~.

wash huuso::!'. tJ-5.!9....

turntable $120. Ph. 3-511 .... ask ff)r
Kip Harris.
3100

Honda

For Summer .. Fall accomodations
call Viliage Rentals first 7-41401.
BBIU92

tracts now for summer tt'rm. E fficicncy ApI. Air cond![ioning., modern
kitcht!n, prtv3lC bath. wirh [Ub .. Wood
paneUng. Close ro campus and town.
'SL!:'\ per <Iuarter. Ptolomt·y rowers"
5(j-l S. Rawlings. Ph. 7-647l for c(ln~

rrailer 8x35 Carpeted cleanr 90S
Park. behind

312U
FHr Sail "e" ~;CflW ~allbna( dacron
sail. nl..'w m~:;[. n~p:In~ [r;lill'r. Fret'

country house for rcm--nine room
modernized house, 21 miles nonh of
campliS. R.s. 13 to 127. Large yard
and gilrdt."n plol. dOUble garage.
summer kitchen; 3CCI."SS [0 wooded
area, and 2-acre fishing lake . . $75 per
momh. Write D. Grubb. 22-1: Carroll
Ave., DeKall>. Ul. or call 756-6690.
3123

I\ppro.,t,·d housing for men. Contracts
now for fall term. Efficiency Apt.
Air cundit!oning, m"odcrn kitchen, privat~

Close

bath, With tub. Wood
[0

~d.ncling.

campus and [Own. $155 per

quaner. PtoJOffiCY Towers, 50-1 S.
Rawlings. Ph. 7-0-171 for comract.
BBI073

Reduced cales fnr summer Chl'ck on
air-condiuoncd mobiJe homt:s. Cilcck
our prices befor~ you sign a:1Y contract. Phone 9-337-1. Chuck's Rentals,
I1BI080
Summer quarter approved housi.ng
for men and wom~n .. ROlJm and board
S:!'75. {including. utilicie:;' IU,,->, air
..:ondj[lCn~a.
Free bus ~t."rvic~: ;0
..:1.:.1ss. i>t.~ ~Oc::;' to Crab lir..::nard(;i<Jnf Cl[~ on w. . . l.:h·nds .. S".Ylm>"!l·;.·,,:
pt."I.
Sc;.: .iJ. Lnjv~ r£iry Cit;,'
H'-',~ldl,.'nce 1bUs,. ou..:, i:...l,:;r Cvih:-;t.·.

rr

Inc u_],)ljCl..

!~hi

,-=

Ajr conditioned apt. for tWO male
studenrs. Also sl\!eping rooms. Summer rent~I.s. Phone 457-6286. 881110

SE RVle ES OFFERED
Typing lerm papers. expen~l1cl.:d.
Reasonable... Ph. 9-55i3 or 7-8765.
BEIIlJ7

HELP WANTED
Licensed Practical Nurst! One fulltime and one part-lime position. Minimum accl'ptable qualifications: I.
Graduation Crom a Slale-approved
school for prdctic3.1 nurses. 2. EIgible for licensing as a Licensed
Prac.ical Nurse by the Depanmem
of Registration and Education. State
of IllinoiS, taking the examination
Within six months 3fter graduation
from a state-approved school for
practical nurses. Liberal Employee
benefits. Salary $250-$325., sic~
leave. paid ~acation. If interested.
contact Barry EIli"tt. Personnel Office. Southern nlinois University.
Carbondale. Illinois. An Equal Opponunity Employer.
3103
Wanted (or slimmer andor fall quarter
Co-ed to assist handicap sn-dent.
Share TP room $150 a mo. CaH 334801.
:n05
Can't find a job? Contact 0[" stop by
our office. Free registration. No
\)bJig.uion unless we place }'Qu.. Emr10yeTs pay many {et.·s. ()ownSr3[f'
Emp. Agency 103 S. lVashin!<lon.
Suite llU. 5-49-3360.
He IlJl>~
Boy for yard work an;! mowing
spring. summer. fall. Can arra'nge
hours. Sail ;-4IH.
Be 10"5
3000 (his summer OpponuniUes unlimited! Areas in Southern Ill. from

Madison. St. Clair. Bond. Fayette,
Maricn. Jefferson counues somh lO
Cairo. Call 68-1--1561 Tue. May 2
or Wed. May 3 between 6-8 p.m.
Be 1097
Teachers excellent nationwide positions in all subjects in public schouls,
comminity and senlor collegeS. Salary: $5.500-$17.000. Register with:
Internal:ional Teacher and Administralor Placement. P.O. Box 1lO1-4,
Cincinnati. Ohio 45206. (Agency)
BCII05

lOST
Man's billfold Arena locker :-oom.
Keep m(;;!'Icy. Return to Arena Manager. No questions asked.
310-1

Ring: Men·s ony:t'·Warrior·s heatr·
with gold band. Lost between Lawson l U. Center.. Generous reward! Contact Jim at library Ciro:ulatlon Desk w£>'ckdays 8-1].

~e'. .·d

tach 5 g.:rand or more. Call

Louilot -157-13-13.

W.JI"'.!t,:a
i.l ...

31(J~

All thumbs? Send ynur typing to
Shirley_ Just call 68";' -12l.! from 901 or caU 426-3138.
3107

WANTED
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Collegiate or Pro in '67?

NBA Draft May Bring Decision From Frazier
By Tom Wood
Today is a big one for at
least one individual at SIU.
He is Walt Frazier. And what
makes this a big day for Frazier? He will be drafted by
one of the National Basketball

Association teams this afternoon.
Frazier, a Little All-America selection at Southern and
the National Invitation Tournament's Most Valuable Player
of 1967, is one of the most

talked about players in the high on the pro league's list.
nation.
probably among the first half
Besides beinp; one of the dozen players to go in the
most respected guards incol- draft. and he has a year of
eligibility left at Southern.
Ie ge basketball he is attracting
Frazier's
decision
on
so much attention because he whether or not to use that
will undpubredly be drafted final year. and which team he
will jOin, may depend upon
many factors. and he may not
know yet himself the answer.
Frazier has already been
that this international organi- drafted by Denverofthefledgzation had also said nothing ling American Basketball
about the Cologne gymnasts Associatlon. His coach Jack
who participated in the meet. Hartman has been named as
Hallock cited Meade and a coaching possibility at DenBoydston for their support ver. A Denver representative
of the federation movement will talk to both within the
in the United States. Both ne~~~ew~ri:~r must show
have objected to AAU policy Frazier that it can field a
loudly and Meade is one of team next season. It must
the leaders of the U.S. Gym- also be willing to pay well
nastics Federation. which was to secure Frazier's talents.
formed to provide sufficient In fact, it will probably have
open competition for amateur
gymnasts in the United States. to pay more for Frazier than
Hallock said,
"SIU and any NBA club can offer to
Penn State ar~ the two schools offset the older league's obmost typical of the rapid gym- vious argument of stability.
nastics development in the
Should Frazier decide to
United States. For tbe AAU play out his
eligibility
to attempt to stifle this shows at Southern, rights to him
utter disregard of the best would sU!1 be retained by the
interests of the athletes and two teams (one ineachleague)
the program."
which drafted him. He would
AAU National
Executive ilE;gin his professional career
director Donald F. Hull was w.lth one .)f these teams, pronot available for comment to ,vlded they do not trade n.gh~s
the Egyptian Tuesday. Hull to !tim to another team within
was in a closed hearing with their league.
the mediation committee. acSeveral NBA clubs have excording to his secretary.
pressed interest in Frazier.
Whether the ban is withdrawn or not. Meade said he
will not take his team to the
trials later this week. Hallock
said that this altitude was
very commendable conSldering the series of events which
have taken place.
Whatever the AAU,
tbe
international body or the mediation board decides. it is
becoming apparent tbat the
Pan American Games team
may not be representative of
United States capabilities in
gymnastics.
It may be a revolving point
for the whole feud, Which is
almost two decades old. and
it may prove to be just another
in a series of events in the
fight for power.
Much of this will depend
UPOil the work of the mediation board and whether they
can succeed where other
boards of mediation have
failed.

NCAA-AAU Feud Renewed
By Tom Wood
The AAU-NCAA squabble
has a lot of people scratching
their heads and wondering
what will come next and one
of the country's top labor
negotiators
calling
both
groups ' 'worse than the teamsters".
A
proposal
was made
Monday by the AAU that the
world's governing body of
amateur gymnastics Withdraw
a suspension placed on five
Penn State gymnasts.
The
proposal was made after AAU
officials met with the three. man Vice-Presidential mediation board headed by labor
negotiator Theodore W. Kheel.
The AAU request comes
just a few days after the organization, which is apparently recognized by the
amateur athletic body which
governs imernational competition as the voice of U.S.
amateur athletics banned the
gymnasts from participation
in the Pan American Games
trials.
Why tbe sudden policy reversal? sru Coach Bill Meade
said the AAU was obviously
forced into their decision and
the boycott by collegiate teams
played a large part in pressuring them into removing
the ban.
Soon after tbe Penn State
athletes were banned fonheir
participation in a dual meet
against the University
of
Cologne in January. Meade
and SIU Athletic Director
Donald N. Boydston agreed
to withdraw all sru gymnasts
from the trials in protest to
the AAU's past and present
treatment of amateur athletes
and several other schools followed suit.
The AAU argued that the
meet was not sanctioned and
that all international competition must have AAU sanction.

NCAA Public Relations Director Wiles Hallock said that
this argument is ill-taken.
Hallock said Tues,day in a
phone conversation with the
Egyptian that there has never
been any requuement for AAU
sanction in closed competition
sucb as that between Penn
State and Cologne.
Hallock said he could speak
for the NCAA executive directors in saying that the
"'NCAA feels about [he Penn
State Situation just as it feels
about the way Jim Ryun's
record has been unjustifiably
unrecognized...
Ryun, the world's fastest
miler, set a world record in
tht: balf-mile last summer in
a United States Tract and
Field Federation meet. The
AAU will not recognize it as
a world mark until the USTFF
applies for AAU sanction for
the meet.
The governing body of world
amateur tract and field recently denied recognition of
the record on the grounds that
the AAU would not do so first.
The Ryun case has aroused
a widespread controversy
over the AAU's right to Withhold a legitimate world record
because of meet sanctioning
discrepancies. The AAU contends it is not indeed a legitimate record because the
meet was unsanctioned.
Hallock said, "Both cases
are examples of the AAU's
deliberate misuse of power
in jurisdiction over domestic
matters, which they actually
have no jurisdiction over."
Hallock added that he felt
the AAU was "using
the
international body as a device
~o get out of a dilemma. They
are passing the buck."
He said he had no knowledge of the international body
making a ruling on the Penn
State issue. He pointed out
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SPECIAL

stress quickness on defense
and in general follow the
pattern as set by Mackenzie
and the assistants during
spring training.
Fairbanks was presented by
university
president, Dr.
George L. Cross. on the
reccommendation
of
the
Athletic Council. Terms of
his contract won't be set until
a regents' meeting May ll.
Fairbanks,
a Michigan
State graduate, attended high
school at C harleveix, Mich.
Fairbanks played football in
high
school
but
didn't
in
~ingc...-

.• Modern Equipment
: .Pleasant Atmosphere
• Dates play free

Frazier's decision, whether
to stay at SIU and finish work
towards his degree in addition
to possibly becoming one of
the first (if not the first)
players to achieve both small
and major college AU-America recognition or play professional ball next year, will
probably come after the NBA
draft and talks with officials
from both leagues.
Frazier will continue to be
the topic of many conversations until this decision puts
an ~nd to conjecture on the
subject.

Wish the monsoons would
let up •tthey're weakening
my thick Moo Shakes.

Fairbanks NamedOklahoma Coach
NORMAN, Okla. (AP) -Chuck Fairbanks, whose first
association With football was
as a team mascot at a tiny
Michigan high school. Tuesday
was named football coach at
Oklahoma.
Fairbanks, 33 • filled the
vacancy left by the death Friday of Jim Mackenzie. 37.
He was Mackenzie's offense
coach.
In
an
afternoon press
conference. the tall, suave
Faribanks pledged to continue
along the same lines as set
by Mackenzie.
, He said he would continue
use the 0<1"

Chicago's John Kerr. 1967
NBA Coach of the Year, said
that the Bulls will definitely
be looking for a guard early.
And Frazier's name was mentioned as one of the prime
candidates.
In New York during the NIT
Boston Celtic General Manager Fed Auerbach told this
writer that he considered
Frazier "an outstanding player. who can do many things
well."
Frazier's rebounding, passing and ball handling ability,
in addition to his unselfish
attitude on the court and his
scoring potential make him the
type of ball player the Celtics
have had a reputation of drafting. Several New York basketball fans compared him to
John Havlicek and the Jones
boys, Sam and K.C., of the
Celtics.

SUMMIR
COURSIS
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BERKLEE
4cIt.oJ 0/ #IIM4Ic
• SPECIAL ClASSES IN:
modern harmony • amlngino
improvdctian • stage band
combo • jazz _rluhap

• PRIVATE INSTRUMENTAL
INSTRUCTION
• REGULAR FACULTV IN
RESIDENCE INCLUOES:
John laPorta Herb ParMfOY
Roy Santis;
AI Ca_
Joe Ycolo
Phil Wilson
• ENTIRE SCHOOL IS AIR•
CONDITIONED AND
HUMIDITY·CONTROLLED
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